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GARDEN AND HOUSEHOLD.

Drugging

the

Nervous

System.

of the grand army of sufferITHt.lMIKH i:\KUV TUIKSDAV M< UtNlMi \',\ THK
ers from headache, 1 took, last summer,
by order of my physician, three small
niturai editor..Bmrnal Otliir, Belfast Maine.]
daily doses of Indian hemp (hasheesh),
in the hope of holding my intimate eneExorcise as a Kemedy for the Nervous.
‘-riisrKirnov Tkkms.
In advance,$2.00a year;
in check.
Not discovering any of
my
witliin the year,
at the expiration of the
“When I reticct on (lie inuiiunity of the stimulative effects of the drug, even
year, $.1.00.
\i>v KKTisiNii Tkkms.
For one square, (oneinch
hard-working people limn file effects id' after continual increase of the dose, 1
ii-ncth in column, #l.oo for one week, and -a
•■cat.-, for • ach sill-sequent insertion.
wrong and over feeding/' says l)r. Boer- grew to regard it as a very harmless and
A fraction of
a square charge-1 as a full one.
haav e, "I ran not help thinking tliat most inactive medicine, and one day, when I
of our fashionable diseases might, be cur- was assured by somo familiar symptoms
I'hc following are authorized agents for the .loured him luunrallfi inxli'int ill clieiuintlli/,
that my perpetual dull headache was
It Nn.i.s, No.
Washington St., Boston.
by climbing a bittenvond-tree, or chop- about to assume tin aggravated and
I
Kvans, Booms-, 4 is, 1’reniont Tent pie,
ping it down, if you like, rather than acute form, such as usually sent me to
Boston.
M- I'KTI-Ksuii.t. A < •*., 10 State si., Boston, and
swallowing a decoction of its disgusting bed for a number of days, 1 took, in the
Br-»;»• i\v a\ V Y.
leaves.'' For male patients, gardening, desperate hope of forestalling the attack,
il"KACi-. I»nim, 2t!a Washington "i., Boston.
in all its brandies.
a
much larger quantity of hasheesh than
about as fashion•t:«» l‘ K« »\Vht.L & < <lu
"pruct >L.. New York.
1 ll
Baths. 41 Bark It-uv. New York.
able as the said diseases, and no liberal had ever been prescribed.
Twenty minman would shrink from the expense of a
utes later 1 was seized with a strange
'1 B-t KIBLKS remitting money
board fence, if it would induce his drug- sinking or faintness, which gave my
desiring to
:
l-lre-s .-I papers -hanged, must stai- the
poisoned wife to try her hand at turf- family so much alarm that they tele»
t *;!i <•
u :a- h the paper ha.-? Been sent, a? well
i' the otlha- to which it is to
go.
spading, or. as a last resort, at hoeing, phoned at once for the doctor, who came
in thirty minutes alter the summons,
or even a !m
of wheelbarrow work.
V -M : N IVTHA I >KS. K X -11 OKS AM til V KI>I A N
Lawn-tennis will not answer the occa- bringing, as ho had been requested, ani.g their Br----an- advertising puldishe i in the
sion
I'1.ere i- no need of going to tTie other practitioner with him.
-rn.ii, w ni please so -late to the Court.
I had just rallied from the third faint,
extremes and exhausting the little re-1•- Tii-ers art
requested to take notice <>l the
maining strength of the patient, but w ith- as 1 call the sinking turns, for want of a
!>'•
’lit* -■--K-rc-l slip attached to the
paper, ll
out a certain amount ot falnim the spe- more descriptive name, and was rapidly
i-;;- i*-riu ol receipt n--w used. For instance.
cific fails in opi rate, and experience will relapsing into another, when the doctors
M
means tiiat the
subscription .> pai-i
i' 'late.
When a new payment is made, the date
show that lab..: .: h a practical purpose came.
One of them asked at once if I
-•
respond, uni sL'BSCKIB
I d \HK KB't'l'l'KB l’O -Id THAT Til -.IK
—gardening, boat-rowing, or amateur had been taking anything unusual, and
V Id." A UK
uKKKCT
■"uBs.-i il-crs in arrears
carpentering c.aides people to beguile a friend who had been sent for rememar r<--iueste i
forward the sums due.
themselves into a tat greater amount ol bered that 1 had been experimenting
hard work than the drill-master of a with hasheesh. The physicians asked
Belfast Directory.
gymnasium could g. t them to undergo. then the size and lime of the last dose,
ldll.lt'1 v IK \M
s I i; VM1MA'! s.
Besides the potential energy that turns but 1 could not answer.
1 beard litem
-V p. in
a. mi..
A rriv c .... j., a.
hardships into play-work, athletes have distinctly, but my lips were sealed,
the further advantage of a greater disi lidoulitcdly my looks conveyed a desire
1
i\.
every Monday and
I .1 l.ty at J
ease-resisting capacity. 1'hcir constitu- to speak, tor lb. IT——, bending over
p. m.
a
iBangor and intermediate land- tion does not yield to every
trilling aeci- me. asked if 1 bad taken a much larger
>\
i!i..-'>ia\. i" 1 '.uurdav morndent: their tiervis can stand the wear quantity than he ordered,
i was half
arrival trem Bo-b»r.
I,
:ii.»u.-s
ur r->und trip- per
and tear of ordinary excitements : a little sitting up on the bed when he asked me
VI
1
rsday md
change in the weather does not disturb that question, and, with all my energies
a-tine.
l-!.\-boro ana
ell;■ -i.'-tvvB« last,
y
then sleep, they
beni upon giving him to understand that
.1:1 digest more than
v
i,
ofjlcr people. \uy kind of excrisethat 1 hail taken an overdose, I bowed fny
Li-t to Kairiiej.j.
mile.-. through the towns
tends lo strengthen
not a special set of
bead, and at once became unconscious of
M
kll>\ I re. 1 ai, Albion. Benton t 1- airI
id.
e
trips ;o Ainio i, and daily froiu latter muscles, hut the mu si a ar system in gen- everything except that bowing, which 1
!- av.
!
t a -!
has .1 proportionate influence on kept up with ever increasing force for
I'ne-day -. Thursdav.- and eral
di
i. a.
lid.Mi arrive at Belfast on
the general vigor o| tile nervous organseven or eight hours, according to my
;i ii.—, U
111-day ana I- riday.- at IJ m.
ism. and thereby on its pathological pow- computation of time. I felt the veins of
it. 'a.-t
Bangor, ,5u miles, tlirougli tin town> of
'■ a11. Pi o-pr. i, FrankT-it. \\ interer of resistance.
my throat swell nearly to bursting, I
For nerv ous children my li s' pre-crip- nodded like a wooden mandarin in a teai.
Bella-t every day at
a. in. Bet liming lenv*
doig. -r dai:y at 7 a
m
arm mg at Bel last at ii pan.
I 01
would be —the open woods and a store. [From “An Overdose of HashB .last :
\ugu-ta. fe mile-, through tin- tow ns
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tions ot their elder comrades -some di- ular Science Monthly for February
le ave Belfast « very lav at .j p. m..
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verting, hut withal fat going, form of
a: Align-:a at b ..la next Va
Returning
Cheese, and how to Cook It.
manual labor,
at Be last at I! a m
ai:
in the minds ot too many
M
lay-. W.-dnen i F i: lay
me stage goes v la No. 'earsmont.
there
is ,1 vague notion that
parents
Casein, when thoroughly coagulated
1
v la >ear.-inoul
-it.-, i' nir-days uid sal unlay
1'tie- i.e.
at
i Saturday
rough work brutalizes the character. b\ rennet, then purilied and dried, is a
ig
.Hail'- < orii*
The truth is, that i! regulate- its defects:
hard and yellowish horn-like substance.
P
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d
i. e.
B. fa-t M.md ty -, U sIt softens and swells in water, but does
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miles, through the towns
v :: o rt, Le.eoinville, t unden and Roekland.
Most school teachcis know that eilv
Alkidiesdissolve it readily, and.
pose it.
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fidgety, more irritable il concentrated, decompose it on the apI ive Belfast at J p. :n.
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plication of heat.
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r'ini •:that
cured
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*1 Franklin, N 11.—ii.I
s »rsa
leaving the limbs'chilled.
[Mrs. Lucy Churn as often as you can.
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fh'or lliis iloparlnu-iit Brief suggestions, facts
ami experiences are solieiieil from housekeepers. farmers ami gardeners.
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Better

than

fctold.

Hut Anna—I declare I don’t know what’s bad grown in the clear light. ‘June,’she
got into her!—she will hold to it! The says sharply, ‘I—I don’t understand.’
Better than grandeur, better than gold.
long and short of it is that—’ ‘You’ve As she spoke she tried to draw away
Than rank and titles a thousand fold,
her hand, and June went on quickly,
promised to do it,’ says I.
Is a healthy body and a mind at ease.
‘Yus,’ lie answers. ‘I suppose it’ll ‘But I do, an’ 1 must make you see it.’
And simple pleasures that always please;
make a stir; but that can’t lie helped.
“1 quietly turned
A heart that can feel for another’s woe,
away, under a preI’ve promised. None of her folks nor tence o’ the horses bein’ restless. I was
With sympathies large enough to enfold
All men as brothers, is better than gold.
ours must know anything about our endumbfounded. June an’ she stood there,
gagement yet. On Thanksgivin’ evenin’ with me a little way off. They talked
Better than gold is a conscience clear.
Though toiling for bread in an humble sphere, I'm to call for Anna with the sleigh. I an’ talked. 1 would only catch June’s
want you to come along too, Ebon. We’ll voice now and then ; not her’s at all.
Doubly blessed with content and health.
I
Untried by the lusts and cares of wealth,
go straight down to Hattie Hill, to Parson knew now that she loved brother; an'
and
Lowly living
lofty thought
an’
the
have
knot
tied.
Then
whatever
he
Latham's,
that,
Adorn and ennoble a poor man’s cot:
said, she’d have to
we’ll come hack an’ let it out to tile widFor mind and morals in nature’s plan.
fight against nerself, or June wouid carry
Are the genuine tests of a gentleman.
ow an’ Jenny an’ Ruth.
After that the any point he chose—the han’some, perhull crowd of us will pile down
Better than gold is the sweet repose
here, an’ suadin’, shamefaced fellow.
Of the sons of toil when the labors close.
have the pleasure of seein’ father an’
“All at once he turned round end callBetter than gold is the poor man’s sleep,
mother an' everybody here open their ed out with a laugh that
rang over the
And the balm that drops on his slumbers deep’
eyes. That's Anna’s idea. As I said, I fields, ‘Hurrah Brother Kben! I've won
Than sleeping draughts on the downv hod.
don't specially admire it, hut, still, I give my wife !’ An’ he came over to the
Where luxury pillows its aching head.
sleigh,
in to it.’
The toiler his simple opiate deems
half leadin’ half liftin’ Ruth Gayler in his
A shorter route to the land of dreams.
“Thinks me, Master Frank, ‘there’s arms, with her a-Iaughin’ and tryin’ to
some game here that clever girl’s
Better than gold is a thinking mind,
up to! make him keep still an’ goodness knows
That in the realm of hooks we find
Mebbe an’ not.’ Hut 1 told Juniper I'd what all. I j’ined in with all the
fun, an’
A treasure surpassing Australian ore.
go with him on rhauksgivin’night ‘You we had a real good frolic.
But it ended
And live with the great and good of yore.
two can sit in the back seat and I’ll in our goin’ straight on to Parson LatThe sage's lore and the poet’s lay.
drive,’ I said. June laughed. ‘See here, ham’s door an’ gettin’ out, and Brother
The glories of empires passed away;
The world's great dream will thus unfold
June,’ 1 says a moment later just as we Juniper an’ Ruth Gayler, blushin’ and
And yield a pleasure better than gold.
went up tiie stairs. ‘I hope that
you’ll tremblin’, bein’ married then an’ there,
BY FATHER RYAN.

Belter than gold is a peaceful home
\\ hen* all the fireside characters come.
The shrine of love, the heaven of life.
Hallowed by mother or sister, or wife.
However humble the home may he.
<>r tried with sorrow by heaven's decree,
l he bles.-ings 1 hat never were
bought or sold
And centre there, are better than gold.
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j- -ai : to indicate that a man
A ••■ni .»ji the toe indigr« d travi-iii-v.
lie will get others to do a* much of hi*

Kveiled

Thousands

Ad <'V ‘f tlte i.md are going into- -tasy .»v.-r J>r.
.li.j-V-W 1 e.-eoverv ti,i
ITii irnii<i|l.-lJm|ino.M
4 i■
*i" i1
tht- great
\cry l.y tie timely use

>a\ing remedy, cause* them to gi nearly wild
It
it.-pr.ii-e
guaranteed to positively eure
»■ i.-oughs. Voids,
\sthiiia, Hay Lever, Kr«»n1 !■ ir-ene.--, Loss i-i Voice, or anv affection
l‘i" Throat and LungT rial li-dt,, -’tree at It.
Manly'- Drugstore. Large size $I.ihi.
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t
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The y >iing i»i»y \\ n wa- discovered in the act of
•'iieeaiilig a piee.- of mine,; pie ii: his mother's
1
k explained that m- w a-only trying to kill Line.
An

Knthusiastir

Kndor*emem.

Durham, V IL, duly 14, 1ST!*.
but 1
you are. J lon’t know
feel grateful to you to know
adulterated medicines there is
Mu
compound that prove* and does ail it advert
to do. and more. Lour year- ago I had a
slight
k *i pal-y, wlii'Ti unnerved me to -u< h an c.x
a'd that the least eM it -ment would make me shake
ike the ii.'uc.
I.a~i May I was induced t" trv Hop
Hitlers. 1 ii-c'i ■•in; bottle, but did not see any
'•Mange; another did so change my nerves that they
are now a- steady as they ever were.
It used to
take both tiands t>* w rite, but now my good right
:. I writes this.
Now. it you continue to manlike Lire as honest and good an article as you do, you
will accumulate an honest fortune, and confer the
greatest blessing on your fellow -men that was ever
<
nferred on mankind.
T I M KLKLH.
',, vt—Whoever
:i*
ik tin' I ■rd an
!■ at *:i this w orld of
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A

lady who read that “it is lucky to pirk up a
horseshoe,' picked up one in a blacksmith shop.

The suddenne.-- with
that it was not lucky*.

w

hich she

dropped

it showed

Officeholders.
The "ttiee held by ttie Kidueys is one of importThey a< t as nature’s sluice-way to carry off
extra ihjuid.- from the sy stem and with them
i!*c impurities both those that are taken into the
-'•"11■ mi and those that are formed in the blood.
A y
logging or inaction ol these organs is theret mv important.
Kidney Wort is Nature’s efficient
'-i-tant in keeping the kidneys in good working
order, strengthening them and inducing healthy action.
If you would gei well ami keep well, take
Kidney Wort
ance.

I’rof. swift *ays he has seen stars through the
tail of a comet L'mi.immi miles thick. That must have
been an awful fall when the professor tlrst put on
-kutes.

Brighton

Cattle

Market.

Tlesdav, -Jan. 22.
Amount of >to«*k at market: Cattle, l.r»4;J, sheep
ami lamhs,
fat swine, 20,070.
Brices of oeef cattle ¥ loo tb live weight, extra
quality, f0 7.*ig7 37fa'; ilrst, t<> 12-a gGf/i1* ; second,
02-2g0 uo; third. $4 ;i0g.'» r*o, poorest grades
of coarse oxen, bulls, etc $.1 12iag4 -‘7.V
Brighton Hides, 7««7Jar ¥ tt>, Brighton Tallow,
o?7c^ tb, Country Hides, light ones, OgO^c ¥ tb;
heavy, GJa g7c ¥ lb;Country Tallow, 4g.V ¥ lb, Calf
Skins, He ¥ It), Sheep and Lamb Skins, S5cg$l 4<j
each.
Tlie trade of Western Beef Cattle has not been so
active as it was one week ago. There has been a
fair supply ot Cattle brought into market, many of
them, especially the l»est lots, being intended for
the English markets. Prices for Cattle suitable for
the butchers’ trade ranged from Gg7c ¥ lb. live
weight only a few lots being sold to butchers at our
highest quotations. The call for common and ordinary grades of Cattle is affected seriously by the
large supplies of Western dressed Beef which are
being sent t<> the commission houses every week, it
being sold in many instances at very low prices.
Sheep and Lambs—1The supply from the West
were as usual mostly owned by ifollis & Co.
The
quality being brought from the West is mostly of a
nice grade. Sheep costing from S^gG.^c. Lambs
from 7&7J£c. ¥ ll»., live weight, landed at
the
yards.

Swine— Western Fat Hogs are costing butchers
from 4i3£$6££c. ¥ lb, live weight, landed at the
slaughter houses, iu our number we include all
the Western Fat Hogs brought in over the several
railroads for the week, all being owned by butchera, none being offered on the market for sale.

February.

Tasteful

Hguse-^urmsiiing.

llunmmy of color is of the first imporin fuinishlng.
Not that walls, carpet, curtains, chairs, etc., should hoof
ts::'

'•

die sane color: that w..uld make a room
and uninviting.
I here should be

| cola

three colors in a room, but these
should harmonize. If one is conscious
that she has no eye loi color, she should
consult some one, of known taste before
purchasing articles which, although by
themselves might be desirable, would
perhaps il placed with others spoil the
efleet ol the whole, and be a
disappointment to be endured for tears.
A carpet
tor instance should not he purchased
without considering what the color ol the
paint is; and so of the sofa and chairs, if
they are upholstered. A carpet is like
t

•'

or

1

the background of a
into clicet the wb'iic.

picture, it brings
Styles tor carpets

have entirely changed within a few \ears.
Patterns ol huge bouquets of impossible
(lowers used to be seen almost every-

where
small

:

now

Utility of School-Recesses.

There is a growing tendency to abandon the school-recess. The editor of the
Boston ‘'Journal of Education'’ says of the
no-recess experiment, adopted in Rochester, New York, that il has given “pertect satisfaction.'’
Among tlie advantages gained, lie mentions, “a continuous
school session without interruptions in
school-work”; “better health of pupils,
on account of freedom from
exposure to
cold and wet weather in the midst of
each session” ; “discipline easier, on account of freedom from
recess-troubles”;
“more time mr
teachers,” etc.; “less tardiness and absenteeism"; and less frequent opportunities for vicious pupils to
come in contact with and
corrupt other
Believing that these reasons
pupils."
are unsatisfactory, and that the
tendency
is a bad one, 1 propose to offer some
general considerations that weigh
strongly

against

it.
l iie schools are utilitarian in their
aim : to tit the child for living successfully is tlie object of their existence. As
animal strength is the foundation of all
moral and physical welfare, and is the
chief condition of success in all the pursuits of life, tlie future welfare of the
child in every way depends upon the
normal development of his body.
An effeminate man is half sick ; and
when it conics to any of the severer trials
of life, either physical or moral, where

very small, set figure, so
as to look almost like a
plain color
little distance, is in much better
I his may lie enlivened
taste.
by a border ol bright colors
1'he lovely pearl
and gray grounds, with vines or tracery
"f a darker shade, and bright borders of
Persian patterns, are very desirable, and
look well with almost everything. The
fashion of staining floors black-walnut great endurance or
courage is required,
color for a yard or more around the the weakest
must inevitably be the first
and
a
of
bordered to succumb.
walls,
having
square
This is as true of moral
carpet in the centre, is gaining ground, trials as of physical, for moral cowardice
and much liked for the pretty style and often
results from physical feebleness. It
the convenience of taking it up for clean- is to be
doubted if.anything that is
ing. It is also economical. There are taught in tlie schools is of so much value
now plain, ingrain carpetings, in solid
to a child that it would not better be
colors, called “tilling," which are used foregone than to lie obtained by tlie fuss
around these center tugs, instead of of
any physical vigor whatever. Taken
staining the floor. We have seen pal lors in the truest sense, that city has the best
with
dark
carpeted
turquoise-blue filling, schools where the school restraints have
with Peisian rugs over them, not in any least effect
upon the physical growth and
set
or
regular older. The effect was normal development of tlie pupils, and
very good. [Ethel Stone in American not the one where the pupils show the
Agriculturist for February.
greatest proficiency in acquiring in a
memoriter way a few fragments of conventional facts which happen
irrationally
Hidebound, so called in horses, is not to
pass current for an education. But
a
disease
but
the
rather
itself,
properly
because
so
in
many schools the test to be
It is
symptoms of many diseases.
also one of the results of poor diet and applied at the end of tlie term, or at the
end of the course, is tlie memoriter
one,
keep, all sorts of derangements of the digestive organs, and various disorders of and because no teacher expects her puobscure seat or ill defined character. The pils to be examined as to their health, or
grand remedy for it, of course, is to at- as to whether they are forming habits of
tack and overthrow the disease which life that will be "conducive to healthfulcauses it.
But when that disease cannot ness, it is not to be woudered at that all
be discovered or even sometimes as an the plans of the teacher look more to the
accompaniment to the main treatment, development of conventional proficiency
than to tlie infinitely more important
when the disease is quite
apparent, a few
| Popular Science
mashes, a little physic, an alterative, and matter of health.
regular repeated frictions of the body, Monthly.
with a stiff brush, are often successful
The will of Charles Delmonico makes no
1
in removing hidebound.
[Breeder’s Ga- | public bequests, but divides bis property bej
I tween bis sister and bis nephew.
zette, Chicago.
at
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let Anna know how it was that you
her out from her sisters.’
“June blushed an’ stammered something like •Cert’inU not—it would have
never

picked

out this way in any case,' an' went
into his room.
1 I’m’ I thought, ‘I'm not
so sure of that.
I must give you a good
talk to-morrow.'
"When 1 tried to talk, however, June
wouldn’t hear to me. die knew what lie
come

doing’—so he persisted. Anna was
"I say it again, 1 think that when a
the girl who would make him just the
man is as old as you and as vvell-to do he
wue lie wanted; an' the Stone farm was
ought to have a wife,” repeated young all
ready for 'em to move in right away.’
l’urson Frank stoutly.
He had ‘rather taken a fancy, he remberHbenezer drop])ed the axe. "Look-aed, to Ruth at one time, but that hadn’t
here, Master Frank.
St. 1’aul amounted to
anything.' 1 said no more,
a
kind
of
give
gineral older that men hut I kept up quite a-tbinkin.’
lolks arc better single ! Hain't I had the
I he night before
Thanksgivin' of that
hull superinteuderin' 'f this big farm lor
year was as clear as a hell.
There was
your ma while you’ve been oil* to vour three leet o' snow
ail over the
was

country.
eonmientaries and Hebrew ? Come now ! At 7
o’clock June an’ I drove to the (iayBe reasonable.
Besides, the Kittens lers door. Aiinost before I'd
got the
hain't never been marryers hain't trouhorses still, a figure all tightly wrapped
bled none of your cloth much."
out the gate.
Poor Anna!
"There's your brother .Juniper--” in- up slipped
She seemed terrible nervous as June
the
man
terrupted
young
pertinaciously.
her into the seat by him.
"M'S there's Juniper, an' a pretty helped
‘Oh. June,’ 1 heard her say, -1 almost
time he had lyin' himself up.
Humph ! wish Pd never thought o’ this silly plan.’
Not but that lie done well enough- -very
“June did almost all the talkin’ while
wed in fact, when he'd
accomplished it." we spun down the street and out on the
The young man’s ears itched at once.
Hattie Hill turnpike.
Anna sat with his
"Tell me about that, Hbenezer,” he
arm half round
her, and seemin’ for the
said artfully, "i never heard how Junifirst time to realize that she was Hikin'
per came to be married.”
an important
step in life.
Hbenezer began his liairative with a
“I Immly looked at ’em after Anna
at
while
it
pretense
chopping
proceeded. was m her seat by June. The horses
From this he took to balancing the axe w
as in a complete gale.
I had to give
on its head: from that to
sitting down them my hull attention. It
required
opposite the reverend Frank and carving "hip an’ reins an’
everything else to
a letter of the alphabet
absent-mindedly make ’em behave. The parsonage at
on a bit of pine.
Battle Hill is only two miles an’a half
"Miu see, Master Frank, Juniper was
from our village
We fairly Hew-over
not of the same disposition as me and
the road.
Then, just before we passed
brother 1 >.in.
He was the best lookin’ of
tile bi_; gates that ted to Squire Loftus’s
the three; straight an" supple, an’ with a
place, Dollar gave a lunge. That set
in
his
Hint
lie
hain't lost vet. Brinee
sparkle
eye
a-gnin’. Before I could help it,
The girls to our village- it was when' we
tln-y wheeled sharp, overset the sleigh,
was all liv in'at the homestead, with lathan ran themselves
up tn their shoulders
er an’ mother—all liked him: ail’ 'tvvaS
in a snow-bank
There they stood. We.
lecippeia'ed. First Juniper was goin' to
meanwhile, were pickin'ourselves up as
singin’-school vviih katey Barker, an’ lies! we could.
then ’twas all over the place that lie an'
“In the name of goodness!
I heard
Liberty Ann Myers was engaged. Next,
Juniper shout in a voice that frightened
twas (.ineial Jo Hank’s eldest
daughter me hall to death. I scrambled
up and
i disreuicmber her name -an’ before
looked at tlie other two. It was tnight
we'd fa'rly began plagu'in' him on the
moonlight. There stood Brother .Junisubject o’ Mineral Jo's daughter, he was
In front of us was the
person
attentive to Mirny Bunce. Brother Dan per.
w hn'd come with us m the
sleigh—Ruth
an' sister Lize an'me finally paid no heed
(Javier.
to the town gossip, but quietly went our
“Before either of us could say a word
ways all’ let June go liis'n. \Ve was sat- she burst
right out cryin'. Then followisfied that he was merely nibblin' here
ed the queerest, the most mixed-up and
and experimentin’ there; didn’t mean to
ginerally surprisin’ explanation ot what
settle down on anybody vet awhile.
had took place an’ how it had come
"Now down to the lower end of the vilthat ever 1 expect to hear in all
lage lived Widow Amanda (Javier an' her about,
mortal life.
Most of the time Junithree daughters. The widow was a very my
per just stood there, pale and bewildersmart, capable woman, an’ her three ed. I
of the bad
put the best
daughters—well, three handsomer, clev- questions there was topart
ask, holding the
erer, livelier gals never grew.
Hvery- horses' heads. It must have looked a
body liked cm. Before long, Juniper curious
picture.
was a frequent caller there,
lie rode out
“(tin- hired help and Lueretia Tubb,
with Anna, the eldest; or he'd come to
wlm'd been dressmakin’ at the (Javiers’
church with
the

Jenny,

second; or he'd
to a dance at the Corners with Until, the
youngest. The three
sisters were wonderful fond of each other
—an' fond of a little quiet mischief together, too. 1 don’t think they kepi any
secrets from one another.
It didn’t occur to me, Master Frank, for some
time,
be heard of

over

for

a

couple

o'

weeks,

off an’ on,

was

great triends. 'That night when Brother
June had drawn that lot- we’d ought
both to have been ashamed of ourselves
tor such toolishness—our Almira’d overbeard the hull aifair. She told Lueretia
Tabli. And what does Lueretia do but
tell Anna ; an’ Anna told her sisters.
At first, Anna w as pretty well
put out
at
Brother June. 'Then when she an’
Jenny an Ruth talked it over, they
couldn’t hut laugh an’ call it all a real
joke on June. Then they put their heads
together directly, to lind out a way to
punish June for coining to one of them
with an otTer under such circumstances.
’1 hat was why Anna’d contrived the
stolen wedding.
When they lirst planned it out, Ruth
(who hud plenty of mischief in her) was
perfectly willin’ to undertake the put t
arranged tor her—she to meet Brother
June, instead of Anna, in the dark.
That'll lie easy ; the
girls had all much
ot a height, tigger and voice.
When
wed reached Parson Latham's
steps, she
was to j>u 11 oil her veils and make a low
hqw to poor June an’say, ‘Mr. Juniper
Kitten I've brought my sister’s compli-

that brother Juniper really wanted to
marry one o' these girls—an couldn't
make up his mind which he wanted. But
that was just the state lie was in. You
see he’d grown
up with 'em all three an'
been so intimate with ’em, even while
he’d been keeping up his attentions to
half-a-dozen other girls, that no line of
’em had apparently ever made a
deeper
impression on him than the other. They
was all alike so
friendly an’ so kind ail’ so
full ol lun. When became to settle down
to gnin' to their house more than elsewhere, he was better pleased with 'em
than ever : but whether 'twas Anna or
Jenny or Ruth ?—that was the p’int poor
June was u-wrestling with internally, for
weeks an' weeks. That fall his uncle,
Jared Kittery, died an' left him the Stone
lain); an brother said that he'd reallv
ought to pick out a wife and settle dow n.
*'Diio night 1 touiui it out.
He-let me ments an' she
hopes that the next time
understand, very sheepishly, just lmw lie you ask a
girl to marry you, you'll know
leit.
‘You see, Brother Hbenezer,’ he
whether you love her or whether any of
said, ‘I am terribly perplexed, an’ sup- her sisters
mightn't do just as well
I
should
find
after
T
was
married
pose
.especially, she hopes that you won’t toss
that. I’d made a mistake.’
for her.' Then she was to hold out the
‘Well, June,’ says 1, ‘I don’t see that up
identical piece of paper with ‘Anna’
you're likely to get far enough on to make written on it.
(Almira pounced on it.
a mistake.
A man who don’t know his
while she was sweeping the day after
ow n mind had better draw lots fm a
part- ’twas written.) An’last of all Ruth calner.’
I spoke rather contemptuous, 1
culated to say, ‘Come, June, a joke’s a
dare say.
\\ e don’t bear do malice, not even
“Brother Juniper jumped up from his ! joke.
sister Anna. You mustn’t. Just drive
chair by the table with a sort of angry I
me hack home.’
sparkle in his eye : but he gave a short
“But, you see, .Master Frank, Ruth
‘Not
a
bad notion, Eben,' said
laugh.
he.
1 sat by the table, occasionally sav- had liked Brother June more than she
in’ a word here an’ there with reference thought, an’ all that week the idea oi
to the three girls; how Anna was so well actin' such a part even to oblige Anna
educated, an’ Jenny such a iirst-rnte and have some sport, galled her the
worst.
She couldn’t bear to think of it.
housekeeper, an’ Until such a pretty, sen- She
begged Anna and Jenny to let her
sible sort of a young female—all more to
oil an’ Jenny to play the
tease June a little than anything else.
part of Anna,
But, no; they insisted either
All tit once June jumped up.
lie had herself.
three pieces o’ paper in his hand. Blest keepin’ to her promise. So, between her
bein' so mortified and so afraid o’ hurt-in’
if he hadn’t written on one of them ‘Anna,’ on another ‘Jane,’ an’ ‘Hath’ on the brother’s feelin’s too keenly, she was
last 1 ‘There,’ says he, shakin’ ’em to- pretty well unnerved when Anna and
gether in my hat, ‘much obliged to you Jenny pushed her out of the door to run
for your good advice, Brother Ben. I’m to the sleigh. Then, too, there was me.
going to draw for one of those girls. June hadn't happened to say a word
Whichever name 1 get—she’s the one I’m about calculatin’ on my goin’ to Parson
goin’ to ask to he Mrs. Juniper kitten Latham’s with 'em. Ruth felt worse
than ever.
before Sabberday.’
“1 laughed, takin’ the hull matter as a
‘Oh, June,’ she said, with her golden
foolish joke. ‘All right,’says I, ‘I’ll hold hair all failin' down on her shoulders an’
the hat.’ So I did. June shut his eyes her voice choked with cry in’, will you,
and jammed in his list. ‘Head it out!’ will you forgive me ? Please do, dear
says 1 to him.
‘Anna,’he answers, rath- June, Pm so ashamed of myself. Whatever shall 1 do, to show you how sorry
er slowly an’ as if not so
astonishiu’ly
liappyfied. He tossed away the paper 1 am V
an’ said no more. Thinks me, ‘June has
“June didn’t answer for a minute.
got some sort of an in’nard preference His eyes were fiashiu’ an’ his teeth set.
for one o’ them sisters, after all; and he 1 could see that Anna Gayler was out of
don’t know it, hut it isn’t for Anna.’
his books forever.
But what I couldn’t
“1 never thought seriously of that ca- see was goin’ on, jest in that identical
Brother June was findin’
per we two had cut that evenin’, until space o’time.
Saturday night, when just as I was clos- out his own heart at last. He looked at
in’ up the house, last one to go to
bed, in Ruth an’ remembered what good true
friends him an’ her’d been during all
steps June.
‘I’ve done it, Eben,’ says he, with a their pranks and capers. He was discoverin’ what a beautiful face she had;
sing’lar sober face.
‘June 1’ says I; ‘not Anna-d.’
for she was the handsomest of the three,
‘Yes,’ he answers, ‘I’ve Anna-d ; not an’ how she felt at havin’ helped in
Jenny-d nor Kuth-d. Don’t you recol- mortifyin’ him. She was a good, true
lect last Monday evenin’ ? That settled girl, was Ruth, under all her mischief.
“
it.
I’ve abided by that piece o’ paper.
‘Ruth,’ says brother, coming up closShe said she’d have me. It’s done; an’ er to her an’ boldin’ out his hand, ‘don’t
I’m glad.’
say no more; please don’t. It’s l who
‘Well,’ said I, ‘I give you joy, June; ought to beg pardon of Anna, an’ all of
though 1 must say your way o’clearin’ up you. 1 do it—especially of you, Ruth.
your doubts aint to my taste for common 1 know now that I haven’t ever cared
Anna’s a line girl.’
half so much for Anna as—as I have—for
usage.
‘But that ain’t all, Brother Eben,’ he somebody else. What a blind fool a
went on.
‘Anna’s got an amazin’ queer man can he, if he only tries. Ruth, I
notion o’ gettin’ married. ’Tseems she’s came down this road to-night to get
been a leadin’ some novels or stories and married to a woman I thought 1 loved ;
so forth ; an’ I guess they’ve made her
please don’t be angry, nor think me a
fanciful. She thinks that it’d be grand weathercock as Pve seemed to be. I
fun to surprise our folks along with ma want to go back an’ tell Anna, an’ your
an’ the other two girls, by us two bein’ folks, an’ mine an’ all the
village that
married on the sly, the night before I’ve married the girl I love. There’s the
Thanksgiviu’—an’ then coinin’ home and difference.’
tellin’ ’em.
I don’t see any fun in that—
“Ruth Gayler started back from Brothnot a bit! I think it looks rather foolish. er June.
I could see how white her face
—
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Greenback

Luminaries.

Generalities.

The greenback party in this State is
dead and beyond resurrection. Living
it made quite a stir and did many strange
things which men who were members of
it would not wish to have repeated. The
great body of the party were probably
honest in their sentiments, but many of
the leaders and prominent men were
mere soldiers of
fortune, reckless, unprincipled adventurers, who joined the
party solely in the hope of plunder.
There was Thomas U. Swan of Minot,
what a dashing figure he was in the legislature of ltWO. His greenback friends
who were present during that session
will never forget his eloquence in denunciation of “bloated bondholders” and
“glided paupers,” or the fervor and apparent honesty with which he declared
that an attempt had been made to bribe
him to betray the greenback party. The
next year he was re-elected to the legislature, and supported by Gov. l’laisted’s
influence was the greenback candidate
for Speaker.
In a short time after the
work of the session was fairly begun,
Swan was one day missed from' his seat
in the House, and never seen there again,
before my eyes, an’ my drivin’ home to
it turned out that he had been engaged
the Gavlers’ in my beststyle.
in swindling farmers, factory girls and
“You can imagine how'the village was
stirred up when next day part o’ the poor people generally, with bogus corn
shelters, cheap jewelry and other villainstory got out. Only part; for all the ous
devices, and was also a defaulter to
widow’s folks kept Anna’s share in it
the town of Minot, of which he was treasstill as a mouse ; an’ so did June an’ fue.
L very body wanted to know ‘why iu the urer; and, having been detected in his
world the two young folks’d been married swindling operations had skipped out of
in that queer, sudden way.’ Nobody the State in a hurry, closely pursued by
officers of the law who were seeking to
outside ol us two families ever found out.
arrest him.
This was the end of Mr.
As for Anna, she was just as delighted
Swan as far as the State of Maine is conas any woman could be.
She’d suspectcerned.
ed how Ruth felt and June too, all
along,
Another greenback adventurer was
an’ had hoped that after this
was
all
joke
Mr. Thompson li. March, member of
brother
think
over,
some
might
day
from the Fourth district in this
seriously o’ Ruth. But, of course she’d Congress
a great
State,
“anti-monopolist,” “poor
no notion of so sudden a
wind-up of the man’s friend,” “reformer”
etc., etc. The
thing, in just the way she wished. As most notable
things which Mr. Murch
for Ruth—why, she made June the best
an’ iovin’est wife in the world an’ he’s did in Congress were to get some of his
near
relatives into soft positions at
been as happy with her as the day is
Washington and make charges against
long, at the farm.”
government officials which he failed to
sustain.
When his term of office in Con
gross closed, he started a gilded ruinRiding a Horse Mackerel.
shop in Boston, in which he failed a few
AN
EXITTINH HIDE OX A AVHAI.E HV THE
weeks ago, and is now hanging around
SECOND MATE OK THE “WEEDIN’ Sl'SAN.'’
the democratic
“See tiiat. mat: f” said the captain of a Washington importuning
members to give him some little place at
cod fisherman at the Fulton market slip,
their disposal, messenger, clerk, chorepointing to a lound-skouldered, longor almost anything to
keep him from
li.ubed sailor who was busy scraping boy,
starvation.
down the uiainm ist with a piece of winThe last ono ot these specimen bricks
dow pane; “wa.l, lie's rid what ain’t
of greenback soldiers of fortune whom we
to
he
rid
lie
a-goin’
didn’t ride shall mention at this time is
again. Xo,
Mr. Herbert
out no gale o’ wind, nor no sea
sarpint, nor J. Banton. lie was formerly the busi110 Davy Jones’ cow.
What he buckled ness
manager of "The Freeholder" a
to was a reg’lar out an outer of a boss
mackerel. I seen him do it,” added the greenback paper published and edited at
Governor
until it
skipper, hammering the rail witli a be- Bangor bybusiness. Inl’laisted,
another column
iayitig pin ; “and lie rid him well, too. suspended
this paper will be found some account
Hi! Amos, drop down a minute, will oi
of this friend of Gov. I’laisted anil busiye ?”
ness manager of his
[taper. k seems
Amos slackened away the halyard that
that like Swan be turned his attention to
had suspended him in mid air and lowerwhich
ed away, and coining I'm ward, wrenched swindling gullible people, in
course be continued until special agent
tlie reporter’s arm with New England
ot
the post oftice department
Bigelow
cordiality.
got upon his track, stopped bis depreda"1 ain’t much on pipin’ my own
horn,” tions upon the public, and had him arhe said : “but as Captain high lias made
rested.
Banton now lies in jail in Tonthe atlidavy I'm bound to stick to it.
It land
his trial at tlie February
come,” lie continued, seating himself on term awaiting
ot court. Thus fades another lumithe rail, “somethin’ like this:
I was
It is no
nary of the greenback party.
seen: d mate of the mackerel-man
Weep- wonder that the honest members ot that
in' Susan.
That wasn't her registered
party, disgusted with the dishonesty of
name, but she was so master damp when
of their own leaders and the atclose hauled that we gev her the handle many
tempt of the democratic [tarty to swallow
sort of otl'-lmnd, and it stuck to her like
the whole concern, have abandoned the
burrs to a curly dog.
We generally lay
organization to destruction and enrolled
on and by between Biddeford and AF11themselves in the republican party. Not
liiggan, and in a stress of weather put
only former republicans but many demointo the first hole we could ketch.
One crats have
joined the republicans, and
evenin’ it came on to blow, and the hull
the number that will do so this year will
tleet got inside of Fort l’opham and laid
he greater than ever. [Kennebec .Jourit out, a snortin’ nor’easter.
After she nal.
Mowed out, it came on a dead calm, and
How Protection Prevents Monopoly.
the boys got on what they call a racket.
1 here was over .‘100 sail of m ckerel-men
Protection througn tariff secures to the
packed into a little harbor, so you could
in tile United States a margin
almost jump aboard of ’em one from producer
of
for his product over the cost of
another, and on each was a crew of from ids price
land or materials sufficient to pay the
10 to lo men. making
probably 4,000 (inference between American and
foreign
men in all.
Wall, about noon, somebody rates ot wages and interest.
Consequent
sounds a fog born, and in a minute more
it
holds
to
all
American
ly,
labor
open
over 1,000 of them
fog horns was a toot- and enterprise tlie entire tit-id of the dein’ like they had gone crazy, and the
of
the
resources of the whole
other hands what hadn't horns was a- velopment
liven worker, under a really
lammiiT on tin pans they’d yanked out country,
protective system, is free to work at
of the galley, and everybody was a-velwhatever industry he may select, and,
lin’. I tell ye it made a noise that made
once selected that
industry, he is
the fish shed their scales all through the having
secured in it a lair chance as against
bay. I'll swan ye could hear the howlin’
competition of people unable to live up
and roarin’ five miles.
to tlie standard of Iree American civiliz“Well the hull gang was agoin’ it when
ed life, lint he is secured nothing as
our skipper noticed a big .school of what
any other American, and every
against
we took to lie mackerel
right across the one of iiis fellow citizens is free to comin
shore. \ou kin bet we dropped
bay
with him on equal terms.
This
them horns and jumped for the boats, pete
state of things among Americans means
and in a minute was under way.
A half
and fair play and the oppodozen of the others see what was up and equal rights
site of monopoly. Now, supposed proput after us, but we got there first, liev tection
removed, and at once the proover tile net and was round the school in
ducts of tlie cheapest labor, wherever
short commons. In haulin’ in the net
situated, monopolize our markets; since,
we worked into shoal
water, and 1 was on the average,
by far tlie larger portion
standin' ior’ard and boldin’ the seine,
of the cost of the articles we use is tin" hen
there came a jerk ar.d a splash,
cost ot labor used in making them.
The
and a big fisli riz in front of me, and the
business of American producers then
first tiling 1 knew I was on top of a boss
into foreigners' hands, and there
mackerel T4 foot long. 1 fell right as- passes
is only one way out of the trouble, if netride of it, and in tryin’ to fend off the
wish to hold the markets, and that is to
critter I grabbed it by the gills, and
cut down the American rate of wages1
I.ord bless ye! in a second I was rusliin’
and standard ol industrial life to the lev t-l
along on the ere critter's luck like a of the lowest rate and standard of comsteam engine,
i was so took back that I
peting labor wherever it may be. From
bung on for all 1 was worth, the lads a- these facts it is
plain that, while Protecscreaniin’ and yellin’ so t 1 thought my
tion prevents monopoly among Ameritime had come. Down went the big
cans, Free Trade would impose upon us
cuss, but he couldn’t sink me on account the most
pernicious of all monopolies, a
ot tlie shoal water.
Then he turned up
of foreign capital invested in
Hie beach, leadin’, as luck would have it, monopoly
the
and most degraded serf
right along one of these ’ere fences or labor.cheapest
Disputes about rates of wages
fish wires, and gom’ like lightnin’, and
and terms of employment in the indusspray a-livin’ and I a-bracin’ back like 1 tries in the American
productive held are
was leadin’ a charge,
in a minute or so
natural and perhaps inevitable since men
we reached the fence, and the critter
gev will diilur about the value of services
a
sharp turn and dashed up along to’ards
render or reward: but it is first of
the boats again, a stretch of gill) yards. they
all necessary to American-monopoly hatBy this time the liggin’s of the hull fleet
ing labor that there should continue to
was black with the lads a-scrcamin’ and
he the industries and employment here,
hurrahin’. 1 don’t know how it came,
and even that the industries aud employliut afore tlie critter reached the boat it
ment should be increased.
It will never
slewed, and oil’ I went, but bangin’ on do while American
producing capital and
like grim death, his gills cuttin’ into my
American labor are disputing about the
hands like knives. But I was bound to
division of the rewards of industry, to aloil
or
and
on
1
did. My low free
bang
bust,
bang
foreign trade and foreign cheap
slidin to le’watd headed the big critter
labor to carry otf tlie whole prize and
and
lie
rushed clean on to the tiat. 1
in,
leave us talking about the mere shadow
rid him clean ashore, and if you kin beat
of things that were instead of enjoying in
that for tidin’ 1 want to see tlie boss."
common tlie blessings and bounties of
[New York .Sun.
our great country.
The lirst necessity
to American

Protective

Tendencies

in

New

tinuance

Zealand.

system.

Anti-Monopoly

is the con-

of the American protective
[American Protectionist.

A Manufacturers’ League lias been
funned in Dunedin. The following are
Senator Frye on Congressional Hrogstiops.
its objects, says the Greymouth Argus:
I.
In the discussion in the Senate of the
the
Enouraging
development of the
natural resources of New Zealand, and joint rules which were adopted, Mr. Frye
diffusing information thereon. 2. Foster- made an interesting statement as to the
ing New Zealand manufactures and de- constant violations of law by the sale of
veloping industries, so as to afford in- whiskey at the Capitol restaurant. Ikcreased and steadier employment to la- said :
-‘I have seen a restaurant at one
bour.
Obtaining the removal of rev- of the houses become an open, low, misenue duties from raw material, and also
erable groggery. I have seen a man,
from goods which cannot be profitably with his pantaloons inside his hoots, with
made in this colony, and placing moder- his blouse on, stand up at the bar of tinate duties upon all articles which can be
restaurant of one of the houses of Conso made that are now admitted free.
4. gress and drink whiskey out of a crockDiscouraging the suicidal policy of pur- ery cup. 1 have seen whiskey ordered
chasing out of the colony, whether by again and again, and they call it. tea, and
Government or by municipal or by other any one could step up to the bar and
bodies, goods which can be advantage- drink this tea out of a cup. Whether
5. ; there is anything wrong about it or not,
ously produced in New Zealand.
Keeping before the Government the ad- there is something disgusting and wantvantage of giving their work to firms pro- ing in dignity and character about any
vided with suitable plant, instead of ex- such performance.'’ The joint rules were
pending revenue in adding to the Gov- so amended as to prohibit tlie sale of inernment
workshops and machinery, toxicating liquors. The sergeant-at-arms
thereby needlessly increasing the present is constructively to decide what are inheavy burdens of the taxpayers, and toxicating liquors. Doubts arc expresshindering the due development of trade ed whether these officers will decide that
—a course which tends to the continulagar beer is intoxicating.
ance of the present commercial
depresProhibition

The people who

Sold

Out

to

Monopoly.

One of tlie most striking events of the week
has been the selling out of the Democratic party of Ohio to the Standard Oil Company, one
of the most notorious and grinding monopolies
in the United Stales, through the election of
the millionaire Payne to the Senate. The preposterous attempt to make people believe that
Payne is not the tool, agent and attorney of the
Standard Oil
monopoly could not put away the
facts that he himself has put before the public
for years. Some of the Democratic bosses have
open babbling about their
party being the foe
of the swindling monopolies, hut the pretence
is a fraud. [John Swinton’s paper.

are

vs.

License.

constantly declaiming

against prohibition and in favor of license or local, option, are invited to a contemplation of
the workings of the New York license law. The
Star of that city, an out-spoken license paper,
says license in New York city is an utter failure, and that not a third of the 10,000 licensed
liquor dens in that city pay any attention to the
restrictions of the license law. There is scarcely a block on the East, West, or down town
side which has not at least ten rum holes, in
which the worst kinds of adulterated liquors
sold, and drunkenness and crime run riot.
It is almost impossible to convict a rum-seller
for any defiance of the license law. So that
even a license-law has no self-enforcing maare

chinery.

Convention.

3D, 1884.
shock Jan. 18th.
Washington, I). C., Dec. 12,1883.
A National Republican Convention will meet
The day of prayer for colleges will he Thursat Chicago, Illinois, on Tuesday. June 3d, 1884,
day, the last of January.
at 12 o’clock, noon, for the nomination of canThe only Chinese paper in San Francisco, didates to be supported for President and Vicehas suspended publication.
President at the next election.
The Republican electors of the several States,
Snow fifteen inches deep on the level is reand other voters, without regard to past politiported from North Carolina.
cal differences, who are in favor of elevating
A movement is on foot to
repeal the com- and dignifying American labor, protecting and
mercial travelers’ tax in Georgia.
extending home industries, giving free popular
education to the masses of the people, securing
Special precautions have been taken in St. free suffrage and an honest counting of ballots,
Petersburg for the safety of the Czar.
effectually protecting all human rights in every
of our common country, and who desire
The making of hob nails by machinery will section
to promote friendly feeling ami permanent harthrow hundreds of men out of a trade.
mony throughout the land bv maintaining a
The question of the privilege of gambling in
National Government pledged to these objects
clubs is to be tried in the London courts.
and principles, are cordially invited to send,
from each State four delegates at large, from
A small comet is visible at Kev West,
Fla., each Congressional District two delegates and
bearing west 40 degrees iroin the horizon.
for each Representative at large, two delegates,
Contoocook, N. If., had

a

AT

sharp earthquake

Jan. 17th the Grand Montezuma Hotel at
Vegas, N. M., burned with a loss of SJ00,-

The Illinois Supreme Court, has decided that
made on Sunday are valid and bind-

contracts

ing.

St- Louis Globe-Democrat: ••The new Democratic brand is S. O. (’.— Standard oil Com-

pany.”
Senator Dawes says the Indian population is
not

diminishing,

as

most

people

suppose.

The members of the Marine Society of New
York city have just celebrated its 114tH anniversary.
The Karl of Shaftesbury has accepted the
presidency of the International Arbitration
Peace Society.

i he President has sent

a

message to Congress
a Grech

recommending an appropriation'for
relief expedition.

Swine tor breeding purposes imported into
Canada from the Lnited States are to be
quarantined 1 wenty-onc days.
ertain Democrats in Congress have begun
war on Civil Service lb-form.
They want
a clean sweep when thev
get into
power.
<

the
to

NK

the Convention.
“The delegates at large shall hi* chosen by
popular delegate State Conventions, called on
not less than twenty days’ published notice,
and held hot more than sixty days before the
time fixed for the meeting of the National Convention.
“The Republicans of the various Congressional Districts shall have the option of
electing
their delegates at separate popular delegate
Conventions, called on similar notice, and held
in the Congressional Districts at any time within the fifteen days next prior to the' meeting of
the State Conventions, or by sub-divisions of
the State Conventions into District Conventions; and such delegates >ball he chosen in the
hitter method if not elected previous to the
meeting of the State ('ouventions. All District
delegates shall he accredited by the officers of
such District < .’ouventions.
"Two delegates shall he allowed from each
Territory and from the District of Columbia,
similarly chosen.
"Notices of contests shall h<* given to the National Committee, accompanied by full printed
statements <>f the grounds of contest, which
shall also be made public: and preference in the
order of hearing and determining contests shall
he given, by the Convention, according to the
dates of the reception of such notices and statements by the National Committee.”
1>. M. Sabin, Minnesota. Chairman.
John A. Martin. Kansas. Secretary.
l’aul S»r«>b ich, Ala.; Rowell Clavton. Ark.:
John F. Miller. Cal.: J. B. ('bailee,'Col.; O. ||.
Rlatt .Conn., Christian F-biger. Del.; William
W Hicks, Fia. : •lames B. I >• *\« aux, Ga.; John
A. Logan, III.; John (
Y w. lnd.: John S.
Runnells, l"Wa; William (). Bradley. Ky.,
Frank Morey, La.; William R. Fi ve, M* :
James A. (.ary, Md.: John M. Forbes. Ma-.;
James 11. Slone, Mich.; ticori:** (
McKee,
Miss.; Chauiiccv I. Filc-y. Mo.: .lames W.
Dawes, Neb.; John R. Jones, Y*\.; William F.
(handler. N. II.: George A. Halsey, N. J.;
I homas (
Rlatt, N. ’i : William R. ( anady,
N. (
William! Cooper, ().; John H. Mitchell. Oregon; c. L. Magee, Renn.: W illiam A.
Rierce.it. L: Samuel Lee. 8. ( .; William Rule.
Tenn.; A. G. Malloy. Tex.; George W. Hooker, Vt.; Sam jel M. Yost, Va.: Nathan Goff, W.
Va.; F ilm Fnos. Wis.; Levi Ba>hford. Arizona;
T. McCoy. Daka.: George L. shoup.
Ida.
Stephen B. Klkiiis. N. M..; < W. Benneif. Flab: Thoiua- 11. Brents, Wash.; Joseph
M. Carey, W’yo. < harles B. Purvis, D. C.
Republican National Committee.
The Republican National Committee will
meet ai the Grand Pacific Hotel. Chicago, Llinois. May 31, 1884.

Los
000.

increasing,

CHICAGO, JI

to

The bill making all public roads and
highways post routes passed the House the 17th.

make

Ihe Postmaster General has rescinded the
order placing engravings,
lithographs and
printed cards in the fourth class rate as postal
matter.

Nine powder mills near Scranton, Pennsylvania, blew up, one at a time, recently. One
man and
probably more were killed. The loss
will be heavy.
Francis W. Rockwell, of Pittsfield. Massachusetts, a Republican, was elected to ( ongress Thursday week. a> a .successor of Governor Robinson.
At a dinner given in Boston
recently, tIndelicacies included strawberries which* cost
cents
each,
and
twenty-live
Hamburg grapes
at ten dolalrs per pound.
Hon. F. (). Prince names Washington, Feb.
--'I' :,s Hie place of meeting of tie National
democratic committee to tix the tine* an.< place
for the democratic convention.
lie* House lias passed the Senate hill
appropriating one million dollars to tie- Mississippi
river improvements, by a vole of -jpj to 1:4.
I he bill forbids expenditures on levees.

Boston Marine Insurance Company.

The

the annual meeting of the stockholdeis,
held on tin* 21-t 111st., tie* directors* report con1 he sub-committee of tie* House Commerce
tain'd some very interesting facts and ligures
Committee have agreed upon a
retaliatory regarding the growth and success of this wellmeasure tor the exclusion of American
hog known company.
products from Germany amt France.
Hie year ju>t ended closes tlie tirst in years
ot it- existence.
It is said that fom teen thousand men are now
Starting with an original
of s:;ou,'»oo, .and a premium income the
at work upon tie* Panama ( anal.
capital
The dry I
tirst year of >4<,2,N‘>b.2-'>. the progress of the
season lias set in, and
hopes are entertained
that much progress will be made this year.
I company ha- been somewhat remarkable, the
annual premium receipts having increased from
1 be directors of the Northern Pacific Rail- year to yen until
they amounted to the large
road have elected as president of that corpora- sum of si.oil.!*In.sit in lsSJ; s-joojkiii \V;i- addtion, vice Mr. Henry Villard. resigned. Mr.
ed to the capital in D7‘. and sot>0.000 in 1n,n|,
Robert Harris, vice* president of die Lie making the present cash
capital one million
Railway.
dollars.
The a-s**ts of the company Dec. ;>1.
1 nn.>, were s2.2';7,25!>.d2, and liabilities for reThe boring of the tunnel under the Mcjm-y
in-lit am-e reserve and supposed losses s7:»2,Liver. Lnglaiid. connecting the Clieslihv and
Lancashire shores, lias been accomplished, the f»27..Vi, leaving a net surplus and capital of
s 1.>u4
77.
Ntimbci- of n-k- written in to
workmen from both side* of tin* river meeting
years 2in.r>*;n, insuring .So4ti,.'ii;7.s:{N.
and conversing.
The prosperity of tile company has be* n stich
that the directors have la « n aide to declare
1 he sugar planters in session at New Mrmi-annual dividends of live per cent.
h an-, passed a resolution
adi,
protesting again-' without
the Hawaiian and Mexican treaties, and •<.ninterruption, which amount to sr.tio.onu,
now
on
hand
to
the
credit,
of
the stockdeniniug any alterations in the tarilf affecting leaving
holder' undivided net profit- amounting to
the sugar industry.
sau4.«;:'d.77 : therefore the profits have exceeded
The annual report of the Massachusetts eoin- one million of dollar-. Tie
company has likelnissii iier states that deposits in savings hanks wise paid taxes to the State
amounting to ss-,in that Slate are -S—•”>—.<»()7.~>LC». an increase of
2'.,.">.S.°,, leaving the stock free of ta\ to stock£1 l.2'.»d,230 over last year and an increase of hoi. rs re-iddit in Ma—aclm-elis.
33,402 in depositors.
Tin* average annual earning- on the capital
stock have been 17 per cent, per annum.
Mi rcc-fo myths of the Demoeralie country
Nearly six million- of dollar- have been di—
papers in Ohio were opposed to the nomination
bur-ed in payment of |w-.-< -. and but two claims
of Mr. Lay ne tor Senator, and are now
making have been contested in -ourt,—Ih«\-e only upon
very plain talk about the mean- whit h secured
principle, it i- needle— to say. This fact speakMr. Pendleton's defeat.
V'-ium. -, demonstrating not only the care and
discrimination of the others of the company
t he National Academy of Sciences declarein und. rwriting, but ai-o that their contracts
that stan-h sugar, or glucose, l- not deleterious
mean insurance and certain
to health, even it
taken in large tjuaiiliti»->.
indemnity according
to their terms.
About ten million dollars* worth of it i- made
The stockholders arc to be congratulated
in this country every year.
upon the splendid showing of tie- alia rs of tie*
The total income of the Salvation Arm/ for
company. .Management that can produce-itch
lss;| is reported at >? I,obi).non.
I he army i- now
re-lilt- a> tle -e under the unfavorable condii-iou- tion- attending marine in-urance in the past lb
publishing sixteen "War (.Ties’’ in
countries. During the last three mouths offi- 'ears, can be relied
upon to influence like favorcer- have been sent to Tasmania and <
abb* result- hereafter, and the future of the
eyloii.
Boston
iMarine
now as promising
it- pa-:
The chief of bureau of statistic- reports that
has been Slid e —fill.
the total value of exports ot domestic breadAt the meeting of the directors Mr. lian-nrn
d utls I rout the l n it ed State- during Is-:} were
B. Fuller was re-elected i’rcsideiu, and Mi.
$?172.»ii»2,lso. and during the tw< !v. months
Thomas II. Lord > cretary.
end* d December 31-r, ls>>2, *lS2.b7vs'»*>.
At

-<

( apt. Abram W. Richardson, of P.rookhn
( Wiilianishm g). a former -hipni;.-ter. died i>u
dan. 201h, of dropsy, aged ^7 year-. That nig it
hi- wile, aged 7"> years, dint of bronchitis,
l hcy had been married (it)
year-, and w t*
buried together on l’liesday.

The novels recently published and in course
of publication, m tin maira/ue-. are -adlv disI lie Bread \\ in: r-” opened
appointing.
with tlie promise that it might pruve to !• •.
American novel. Though -otn-u lirtt crude ir

Southern Congressmen are determined that
-hall pay for the protection of th
plantations in Arkan-as. Louisiana and other
state- bordering on the Mississippi, and a hi.
has been introdueed lor that purpose and
favorably reported to the llou.-e.
Dreat llritain makes the poor Last Indian
earn hi--alt.
She charges the people of he i;.

was powerful and almost
painfully realistic,
rousing the interest of even the must jaded m>\
el reader. The concluding chap r-, how.-ve.
were unsatislaetury.
None of the •uncut novels excite more than a languid interest.
Mi

•*

( ongress

twenty-tive

Cable's new story. 4,l>r. Sevier." i- t"<» m h
spun out. its motive too obs.-uv--. t«• give if a
place beside his earlier writings, while Rob-

pound for it. and a p-or native must work two day- and a hail' at hard labor to earn a pound of -alt.
W ho want- nn
Lngli-h policy to prevail in America!' A f-w
w ouid-he-aristoerals and their
dupes.
ecu'- a

“An Average Man." is po-itiv v
page or two i- d> voted to telling
what a young woman think- -lie think-, ami
story and characters are alik lost m a fog ■:
words.
“Nature’- Serial Story,” by
R. Ro.
is little more than an elementary school hook:

ert Grant's

tedious.

The Mexican (iovernnient ha- contract'd
with Mi
O.-ear A. Droege to plant 2.euo.n(.M)
in the \alley ot Mexico within four
years.
The trees are to lie a.-h, willows,
poplar-. ma
I > I 111
ho nosjapone-,
mountain
y
aeeeias. and miseelialieous varieties. ami are 1-.
be in plantations of ou.noo to loo.uuu each.
iree-

Secretary Folger ha.- a I read',
ly thirty,million- of the L per

rede*

:m

cent-,

d

A

and finally William Bunk’- “.Judith Slnikspcare,” vvliieh ea-iiy occupies the tir-t place as a
purely literary work, does not dike a strong
hold v>n the lover of pure fiction, liven the admirers of Sliak-p. are prefi r to have their favor-

near-

included

in the 121-t call, which leaves old\ about
I ! .noo of tliese bondoutstanding. Tiiei* are
about £2.>.>.00i).UU0 ot the :J j»cr .cut. bonds uncalled and outstanding, m addition t<> the bonds
embraced in the 12otii call, which was issued
dan. lhlii.

poet undiluted, and the novel reader does
for the “prithee gentle maiden” and
I
A new
pray you good >ir” style of romam-t
novelist is wanted.
ite

not

*•

care

A
shocking, affair happened at Fall iiiver
Jan. Kill*. While Mrs. Charles P. Stickucy,
Fish and Fisium,.
whose luishand was iceeuth pardoned from
The herring now in
Slate Prison, was in the ad of killing niu!li> in
Fortune Bay, N. F., are remarkably good,
a carpet by lie Use of benzine or some similar
vessels, rhieth from Gloucester, Mass.,
arlieic. the intlammable stuff caught tire and sixty
have eaptuml full tares, successfully frozen
she v\ as burned to death : while
ndeavoring to
savi> her life. Mr.
Sliekney was terribly burned, them, and the fleet i- ready for home. Winter
and w ill probabiy die.
cod fishing is to he abandoned on the NewThe electoral count bill passed by the s.mate
is what is known as ihe Edmunds bill, li was j foundland coast.The eel fishery on Kastern
River, Dresden, is closed for the season. .John
framed by Senator Kdmimds, and lias already
passed the Senate twice, lirst in IsTs and again H. Mayers of Dresden Gentiv, lias bought and
ill 1SS2.
The House, however, lias not. yet bud
to New York over a ton and a h -'*'nf
time to take ii up. Tin* bill provides for the shipped
settlement of electoral controversies by the fish.Idle pickerel fishermen are said to
States themselves, thus preventing a recurrence doing well.The Phillips Angling Club lias
of the dispute of lS7b.
with boo
lately returned from Lincoln, MTim Evening star publishes an interview
as the result of two days' fishing.
The
with Attorney General lirevvsler. in which the pickerel
latter is reported a> saving “It i> rather unjust
largest fish weighed 1 pounds. The club lias
lo intimate that frauds and irregularities which
been in existence 20 years, and its lb members
Springer's committee have been investigating are scattered
through .New r.uglatid.
are
in the Department of Justice. On the
contrary these irregularities in the account of
An
Reminiscence.
Untimely
Suited States Marshals ware uneaitiled bv the
Department of .Justice. It there D,or has'been
It is unkind in the Ohio State-Journal, in
any wrong-doing in this department. 1 am en- view of the defeat of Senator Pendleton betirely ignorant of it.
cause of his civil service reform
principles, to
reprint tin- following declaration of tin- Ohio
Democratic plat form of lssi :
Clippings.
“That we are in favor of a civil service reWe are well aware that we shall be
regarded form. whereby otlieo shall be held as public
as an old fogy, but we do take
pride in sa\iug trusts, to be administered for the public good;
that lrom March 10th, 1830 to tin* present hour not
spoils to be enjoyed as the reward of parti<d our newspaper Hie, we have ne\er written a
san zeal or service."
line of sortt-t,/ n atters. [Brunswick Te egraph.
And, considering that the nomination of Mr.
Judge Libby enunciated good law when he Payne was effected by the active eo-operation of
told the jury that intoxication was no excuse one of the worst monopolies ever known, it is
little less than cruel for the State-Journal to refor crime, and so the drunken wretches who
vive the views of the Ohio Democracy on monkilled the old Indian at Richmond go to State
prison loi man-slaughter. [Winthrop Budget. opolies. as ablv expressed in their platform of
1882:

j

j

[

sion.

Republican National

5.

:

Some of our readers tnay wonder why we
devote so much space to temperance this week,
after sitting down to a Jacksonian banquet al
the Hub with the Democracy. Fact is that
champagne at $3.00 per pint was a “luetic**
beyond our reach. [Fairfield Journal.
prosecutes a libel suit, ordinarily
pretty hard contract to show actual damand
is
ages,
very lucky if he even gets enough
to pay his lawyer.
A case in point has just
been tried at Bath. The plaintiff thought he
had been hurt $0,000; but the jury decided that
$20 would heal him. [Lewiston journal.
A
lias

man

who

a

Whatever may be said in regard to the prohibitory law and the proposed prohibitory
amendment, pro and con, the significant fact
remains, which no one disputes, that every one

who traffics in ruin, and every one who is interested in such traffic, is strenuously opposed
to the prohibitory law and the prohibitory
amendment. Why? [Eastern State.

By-aud-by it will occur to-, one of the
“sardine" packers in Maine, that truth really is
stranger than fiction. Then he will cease to
buy expensive imitations of French labels, but
will please the American eye by a new brand
of “genuine Maine fish, newly packed, warranted to suit." His fortune will be made as soon
as Ins iirst season’s goods turn out well.
[Boston Advertiser.

“That the growth of monopoly P >ueh as to
seriously threaten the rights of individuals and
the public welfare, and ought to be provided
against by proper legislation."
_

Where

Villard

Mussed It.

It is fair to assume that the great dead-head
excursion devised by Mr. Villard last summer
to boom his railway enterprise was the immediate cause of his downfall, says the Umatilla
(Ore.) Driver.
When the foreign swell heads
went over the road and saw the millions of
acres of desobite undeveloped and apparently
unproductive land on every side, they lost faith
in the enterprise. One Knglish nobleman was
heard to sa\ : “Why, bless my soul, we travelled 000 miles on a stretch, and never saw a
human being or a human habitation! What a
deuced odd country to build a railroad in !” It
is well known that when the noble excursionists arrived at Portland they began telegraphing to their agents and brokers to sell their
Northern Pacific stock. The decline of the
Northern Pacific stock started at that time
and kept up until Mr. Villard landed on his
back and in the hands of his assignees. That
dead-head frolic cost about $250,000. and it
smashed the Norther Pacific enterprise.
Twelve million clocks were manufactured
last year, and some are yet behind time.
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him. It another state it will be nothing but
wheat. .Just buy some land, it won't cost anything. sow some, wheat, and be a millionaire
when the first crop comes off. Another section
will have a mash on mining, and strangers will
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last named members of tin* Association. Brief biographies of these and other
journalists would add to the value of the yearly
reports. In this connection it may also be

than

suggested that the county historians should
perform their duty faithfully each year, and

o

cents,

which is all

we

mortals

aie

save

sup-

have.

Hy kindness

of

oak- and expresses, to break otl' the wind.
The orange trees were set out in rows, both
wa\s. in diamond siiape. and the trees were 22

apart, though JO feet is what is allowed
in new
The trees were wild
groves.
oramre. budded. This grove was started about
ten years ago. and last year was thegbw/ season
that any of the trees bore, and there were hut
Jo boxes then. This year then* will be boo box••s. and the increase hereafter will be
very rapid. till all the tn e- are in bearing, when the infeet

now

be at least $20,000 a year, as
-old. Hut to get this grove to
that point, will have taken at least a dozen
years, and nearly as long before it would pav
The place now must be worth $Jo.expense.-.
uoo or $4o.ooo, but the
proprietors will in a year
or two, be able to struggle
along on an income
of $booo or $0000 apieee. for the rest of their
li\<
and their children can do the same, for an
orange tree i.-’Iike a pensioner, it lives eternalcoine
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The Prog. Age takes up the cudgels in behalf
Banton, of lottery notoriety, because he was

Greenbaeker. Banton was consistent in one
respect, it appears, and that was in running a
tiat lottery.

a

!

One of our Maine exchanges seems to have a
grudge against Capt. Wright of the wrecked
steamer City of Columbus, and is bound to
chance.

The Farmington Journal says: “There are
two new elements at work kicking against the
Common Schools. One is the Belfast Age and
the other—boys who have to attend them.”
The tax-payers of this city and county will
find some facts and figures of interest iu the
review of the finances of the, county published
in the local columns.

They may say what they like about Congressman

Boutelle but he has the courage of his cona strong point in his favor.

victions, and that is

An Ohio Democrat says that Gov. Uoadley is
crank in politics and always was. Wonder if
he reads the American Register?

peach may be better right off the

California Anjelica, aud as it meandered down
my throat in amongst the orange pulp, it gave
me a very favorable idea of the Florida wild
orange, and I wondered why in the world they
did not utilize more of those condemned oranges, when they make such beautiful wine.
After several hours very pleasantly spent in
grove, we returned to Jacksonville. I am
under great obligations to Mr. Livingston for
his kind attention, and if he will come north
some time next Summer, when there is no

the

will take him out and teach him how
steal apples.
Our George.

moon, I

tin y will be tin* guests of

Hall, of Damariscotta lectured before the
Methodist course at the Belfast Opera House last
evening, bis subject heing“< amp tires of’d.” We go
to press toe* cai ly to make report of the lecture. The

was

next in the

Tkvnsfkks

Isleslioro,

let

here in Maine bundle lip in our wrap-,
the warm blood by active exercise, and acAt
cept tie- blessings that God has given.
beering we meet our old friend •‘Progress’* of
the la wiston .Journal and pass a pleasant afternoon with him and his accomplished f.-imiL. In
tis

stir

the

lake the train for ••Gorham"
and -oon find ourself comfortably located at
the Gorham House.
We limi here a plea-ant

evening

we

company of lifty. representing the e-tab;ishim ;;i
of “Owen. Moore
Co.," of Lor, land, who
have eoine out here for a ten mile rid- and a
nice -upper at tin- hotel. They are having a
jolly time, which of course a- a stranger \Ve
are

nothing for,

we

to

friend.

go
Col. H. lb Millett and find him busily engaged
in tin- organization of a G. A. Post. The next
morning at a proper hour w«- called to see G<-\.
lb-1 be and lady. We found the Governor in
so

out

see our

A

old and solid company.

an

remarkable record.
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Mr. Ambrose

Thompson, of Searsmoni, brought
week some tpples that wereharvested in Oct. D-j. They were nicely packed
in a barrel, every apple -tern downward, and then
headed up. When opened recently they were a1
-oiiud and fair a- when lir-t picked, blit after remaining in tbr .(ii* for a time became wrinkled. Mr.
1 iiomoson was c\j crinn-nting, to .-••<* how long he
could keep apples in good condition.
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and
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Trial Justice Way kind Know
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l a,
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Butt'by sun and puff oy moon.
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own
No matter how they dress
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if
any preferences.
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It was easy to se*. however, for mal:u-ious mischief in removing a lock from Id- selections heller than at tin- Knight-’ i-aii. l ie
pars ago we had a Belfast. Municipal
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By pretty girls, you know,
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ied, followed Justices then.
The ladies have to show.
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Muni, ip.al Court with u.m xtra expense
tie- ounAnd thus they get a blow-out free
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At every party feed—
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The reason is,—because they write,
passing through the Waldo "ounty the delegation had tu. I’. ibi- Mu
And other people read.
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mn
,1
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i" the Police < ourt
The grave, pale man whom lie had read about with sixteen
1 he order was
in evei
»cfor<* a
neatly printed on a two page -b«a-t,
men.
these vessels were
Whether
Sat with his family at their scanty fare.
wife and family Lcstitied to the Idling of Briggs and consisted of is dancirs and
Trial Justice his fees amount t-. $2.77
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Vg..:
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promenade-.
Mink in collision or were the victims of tivachNo well-stuffed turkey and no fatted goose
for a term of nine weeks.
1 lie respondent said he
the fare of the order
lie nigu;
printed in gilt letters, Belfast police force have no -alar*.
Graced that frail hoard of pine-tree lumber erons shoals will never be known.
Thirty did not hire for nine weeks, but to teach out the I “eXIlulb,” and on the
What i- the hmiiim.n;
kick, Floor director, watch receive $1 per night
j
made,
more names added to the terrible death record
outcome of nil thimoney. He was to have $1W per month and boardPres. F. H Dunbar. Aides, A te.* Pres. < d. Bur
No beefsteak rare, no tenderloin of moose,
Why the pre-cut law an u
ot
1883. The schooners George W. Stetson ed, and if he gave good satisfaction In* was to have !
No mutton-chop was on that table laid.
nduceincnt for officials to gel ab the\ cm out
f
gess. Tiaras, d. H. fl.nve- See’y. \\ II. l^uimbv,
and Waldo Irving, are now overdue and grav e $20 per month, lie hoarded with complainant for F. T.
But now, behold! upon the old cracked plate
Chase, Ralph Finery. P. 11 White, F. W. the arrests made. Tin* complainant'- toe- in own
seven weeks.
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The
anxiety is felt concerning them.
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That they could find, where demons have their in* n. This
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makes a total loss of forty-two men
stop the school after nine weeks. He entered the j which was about ‘21x40 feet, was
revels,
draped with flags at jail. One of oui Belfast policemen makes about
in the three vessels.
A bounteous repast as was ever seen.
building with his pupils and taught two weeks and bunting, and decorated and
on fees.
Belfast pays twolighted with $27>b or $.d(M) per year
Last comes the pie—the ///•■/<j>l<\ indeed,
longer. Respondent was found guilty and lined $1 Chinese lanterns. I he supper was on the
lifths of the taxes of Waldo county.
\-a matter
Furopean
“The South,”
Served with roller composition as the crust,
says the Boston Traveller, “is and costs from which he appealed. Fogler appear- plan, and consisted of
oysters, creams, cake and of fact Belfast'- share of the criminal costs of these
A hearty dinner on which they daily feed,
solid
for the sole purpose of reversing by ed for state, and Thompson for respondent. Im- I coil'ee. A
kept
bridge connected the room and hail, and municipal courts is $1.1.52. This does not include
Kat it or starve; ’ti* dinner now, or hast!
legislation, if it ever gets the chance, the ver- mediately after the trial William was arrested for
entrance was through the- window at the stage its share in the coats of the S. J. Court. Belfast i>
Thursday evening was spent very pleasantly dict of the
j
-hooting with intent to kill the father of Mr. Briggs, jI end of the main hall.
war. The tariff is the bulwark of
paying yearly over $llou for the maintenance of
We have so recently given ,i
at the residence in Deering of Mr. E. II. KllNorthern prosperity in this time of peace;the -Justice Greer last week sent Geo. F. Williams | full report of the dresses worn at the last ball, and drunken vagabond tramps. The rntn furnished
editor
the
of
that favorite family
to the House of Correction for twenty days_Bewell,
genial
as many of the same costumes were seen
them i- procured in Belfast. Vet our tax pavers
tarill was the hammer of Thor, with which the
at this,
fore Justice Greer on Saturday, State on complaint
journal, the Portland Transcript. Although it rebellion was
hands in their pockets and pay $lluo yearbeaten to pieces. That is why of -Samuel Briggs, Jr., vs. John William. Another that we refrain from any special mention, nut the put their
was a very stormy night, the rain coming down
ladies looked lovely. The
ly for the support of half a dozen rum shops, and
the solid South is
company generally was
tariff.
the
reform
to
|
eager
iu torrents, and streets and pavements were
chapter in the Freedom school war. The complain- a younger class, and It was bird to
take no measures toward suppressing them. The
discriminate
coated with ice, aud in some cases Hooded, the W hen it talks about the revision of the tarill', ant alleges that on the loth of January he was
who looked the best. Dress suit.-, with the
for
this
is
He
establish
the
plain.
remedy
Belfast
gentle
members of the association and their la- it is really
thinking of the ruin of Northern driving past the house of respondent when the men were quite common, and were the rule rather Municipal Court and pay the Judge a living salary;
dies, with hardly an exception, reportindustry. It cares not one straw about the latter rushed out of a shed and discharged a mus- than the exception. The
its
abolish
jurisdiction;
or
ed at the starting point, near the Preble
enlarge
was
restrict
the
a wry social
party
House, and two large covered vehicles convey- I t!ll'ifl in and of itself; it is the tariff as the bed- ket at him, the shot lodging near the pung in which and enjoyable one, and the club may feel
jurisdiction of the Trial Justices; pay the night
perfectly
he was riding. The complaint was for an assault satis He* l with the
ed them to their destination. Here they were rock of the commercial and industrial
success of their bull.
superiFinancially watch and policemen a salary, and abolish the
warmly greeted by Mr. aud Mrs. Ell well and ority of the free
with intent to kill.
The respondent waived ex- it was a success, as all that
they wanted was to whole fee system. Officers would then have no !
North that excites the Southother members of the family, and made to feel
amination and recognized in the sum of $200 for meet their
bills, which they did, and a little more. motive for making needless arrests; intoxicated
at home. The evening passed quickly in social ern desire for ‘revenue reform/”
his appearance at the April term of the S. J. Court.
Dancing was kept up till a late hour, but the men who are creating no disturbance would be
converse, and in examining the rare aud costly
Before Justice Knowltou. (diaries Adams, for dancers were
hooks and other beautiful things to be found in
sorry when the last strains of the taken to their homes or sent out of town instead of
A big ice crop on the Hudson has sent the
the home of this lucky editor, and it was past
drunkenness and Charles Comment for vagrancy >
waltz told them that the ball was over. Then* were being taken to jail. And, above all,
suppress liquor
rs
for
prospe
down
to
Maine
ice
on
when
the
returned
to
their
big profits
party
midnight
were sentenced to the House of Correction for
about seventy-live couples participated in the selling. Then crime would cease and taxes
grow
zero.
quarters iu the city.
:
lifteen days each.
dance, though about Sf. ball tickets were sold.
less. We hope our people will think of this matter.
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Lodge of Good Templars will meet with Belfast
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particulars next week.
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Miss Phebe Kims, who lives at A.
Bean’s, slipped down while leaving the Universalist church on Sunday evening and broke her
right leg just above the ankle.
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Fifty women are employed in the San Francisco mint at a salary of $2.75 per day. Their
business is to weigh the gold and silver after it
If the Courier-Gazette will hold open fora lias been rolled, annealed, cut and washed, and
they are known as adjusters. If a coin is found
year its offer of a prize for “the worst original to be too
heavy or too light it is thrown out by
I them.
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Some of the handsomest beef lately seen at our
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purchased the j
of steers weigh 2400 pounds and are very fat.
farm at Poor’s Mills, owned by James Frost, and
White has four tons id' beef hung up.
will move on to it in April. The farm is a good
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reported that Mr. William II. llemmingwuv,
Camden, was seen by an acquaintance in Bangor Tuesday week, and lie is said to have appeared
in bis usual manner. Nothing further regarding
him lias been learned by his friends.
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Tne janitors of the churches, post office and all
public places should sprinkle ashes upon the walks
while it is so slippery. The approaches to such
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the boat can\e along I was obliged to return to Jacksonville. W hile visiting the grove,
1 was treated to a glass of native wine, made
from wild oranges. I am not much of a judge
of wines, but it tasted to me very much like

to
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don’t know for l never tried one, but
when you eat au orange, my friend, if it is on
the northern borders of Alaska, you can rest
assured that it has the same identical flavor
that it would in Florida. If Mr. Livingston
had not called his man and had him muzzle me,
1 should probably be eating his oranges now,
but
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A cargo of 5,000 lime cask staves has been hauled
from Sanborn’s mills in Waldo, to seh. K. S. Wilson, Belfast. They are for Rockland.
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providing that it is as good an orange to start
with, as if it were eaten directly from the tree.
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Twelve thousand dollars has been pledged
for expenses in ease the Democratic National
Convention be held in Cincinnati.
That will bring ’em—unless some other city
offers thirteen thousand.
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enlisted. (>ne of the editors congratulated him.
and remarked that perhap- the recent editorials had been pretty eileetivc. “Lord, no!"
said the compositor: “it isn't the palrioti-m.
but I enlisted because i’d rather run the ri-k
of being shot than try i<> set any more *.f your
infernal handwriting."
Hut the country newspaper, lik the country
voter.undoubtedly xert- an influence in shaping the destinies of the peopl*-. It- power lies,
perhaps, rather in stimulating than in directing popular movements, and if it does not
create, it develop- and increa-cs public sentiment.
it i- a recognized educator <*l tlu- pe.»pic, and while its legal responsibility i-great
itmoral responsibility
iand
gicater
more
important. It is conducive to moralw
«
and
tare
of
th<commuity, honesty
general
nity in which it i- issued. The country piv->
of Maine lias been a unit on tin* great qm -lion
of temperance reform, ami upon ail other
questions of importance it has ever been regarded a- temperate, honest and whole-souled.
May the high aim-, the generous motives, the
principle of justice, which give dignity and
usefulness to tin* pres-, continue to make it all
honor and blessing to the world.
< >ur mi-sion is high. <)
my brothers,
In all land- are our banners unfurled.
And wc stand iu the vanguard of progre—,
With our hands on the pulse of the world.
We are called by omens au-ph-iou-,
1'lie mystical bush flames afar
On the mountain of Hope, and this iThe message we bear:

ly. as it wen*. 1 (»n may ask. where can a man
do better than to go into orange culture and be
as-ured of a $b0ou income in 12years? He cannot. utiles- he spends his time in
laying up
treasure-for :1k Kingdom of Heaven, but what
are you and 1 to do my friend, those 1J
years
that we are waiting? Where are we to get the
fund- to purchase the land and keep a man on
the j»I •«•< that length of time? That i- what

Journal.

We will send

!

Dancing is all the rage in this city this winter,
nearly every night in the week there are one

Vicinity.

subscribing.

only

It is

must

usually patriotic in its appeals for volunteers,
of the eompo-itor- announced that lie Lad

1

man a

view to

in the world did you drop from?” but we quickly pass to the rear of the ear and so- n adapt
ourself to the artilicial temperature. At Thorndike Station the frost bitten natives report it 2».
below, but we have a suspicion that “Geradus”

one

■

Give the

record that will prove valuable
the future historian of the

•-

..

make him out wrong.

a

save

lish what may be termed in fact a-well a-in
name, a loeai newspaper.
There can be no model among mw-paperbecause what would suit one locality would
fail in another, and the test «*f m w-paper excellence i_. the demand created for it among
the people it aims to reach. An editor makehis paper for the instruction amt edilication of
hi-* readers, and his readers purchase it with
that end in view. A eountn we* kly. it it
wishes to l»*• sustained, must of nee- s-ity. !»<■
of an intensely local nature, for that i- its chief
value.
Long, prosy editorials are not demanded by the great mass of country reader-, who
enjoy facts more than individual view-. It habeen said that a paper sell- it- news hut ordinarily gives away its opinions. Hut while
holding up the d< partmenr of new as of the
lirst importance, there are other adjuncts to
success which should not he n gleet* d.
The
local press ought to show an intellig* nt interest
in the progress of the world's dc\< lopim-nt.
and not forget what men are doing in literatim
in science, in art and in philosophy.
Truth is an attribute which should he inculcated iu every editorial sanctum. Tin golden age of journalism will only he reached when
the di-po-ition become-general to -ift tin* kernel from the chair and deal with facts truthfully. flic doctrine that has grown up in the
city press that a newspaper, has neither conscience nor memory, would rum the mo-l successful local paper ill tin* country. The injunction of accuracy should ai-o apply to the circulation of a newspaper. Circulation i- a publisher’- stock in trad*1 and in too many < a-*
the stock appears to be badly water* d.
The character of a town, whether alive or
dead, w hether public-spirited or parsimonious,
whether progressive or fos-ilized. is generally
reflected in the column- of it- local newspaper.
The editorials, the contributions, the m w-. and
the advertisement-, are a sure guide to the
intellectual, moral, social and business status
of that community.
Tilt* power which a good country newspaper
wields has sometimes been overestimated, ii
was relate.t of the Hartford l*rc-s during tinwar, that "ii one occasion after it had been un-

<>1

..

of

SAMi'i.i; Copiks.

scarf, and mittens, with our fur cap
down over our cars, the clear white frost clinging to clothing and beard, and looking tin* picture of a veritable northman. only to lint! ourself lacing a ear full of people, all looking as
warm and comfortable as if it was a May morning, instead of winter. Their looks say. “Where

John M. Adams, Portland. \ i*-c-prc>idciits.
Howard Owen. Augusta: S. T. Pickard. Portland: T. R. Simonlon. Camden. Secretary,

about nine miles above Jacksonville, and was
called the Heaueleiv (irove, and wa- the property of Tear-on. Hiding A Livingston. It was
very near Mrs. Stowe's place, and was a tract
of about bo acres, and contained 4000 trees.
Hie land wa- tine white sand, and was on the
St. John- river. Along the shore was a border

orange-

Belfast and

of

the Journal free to those who write for them with

overcoat,

Press of Maine tin* labor of searching old files
of newspapers for material.
Tin* following were elected ofiicer> of the
association for the ensuing year: President.

Mr. T. 11. Living-ton. of the
linn of I»rew. Hazeltine and Living-ton of
Jacksonville. I had tie* pleasure of visiting a
It was
grove, in which lie owned an interest.

lln

An invitation has been extended to Gov. Robie and stall’ to visit Ellsworth, February 22d,
at which time a public reception will lie*given
them. That date has been lixed for the opening of the Shore Line Railroad.
Judge A. P. Wiswell of Ellsworth, has gone
to Washington, D. C., where he is to
appear
before the ( ourt of Commissioners of Alabama
Claims, in the interests of claimants in Hancock county.
The number of the Passauiaquoddy tribe of
Indians has dwindled down to 552. Last venr
there were thirtv-two deaths among the tribe
uiul only eighteen births, so that there was a
decrease of fourteen.
Rev. Gideon Perkins, one of the oldest Free
Baptist clergymen in New England, died at the
residence of his son, J. W. Perkins, in Lewiston, Friday morning, aged #2 years.
Hr gradually has failed since Christmas. lie had a
heart trouble.
Arrangements are being made for the establishment of a new steamboat line between
Portland and Boothbay, Damariscotla and
Wiscasset. The new line will connect at Portland with the Portland Steam Packet Company’s boats for Boston.
Mr. Miiliken of Maine, from the Committee
on
public buildings, reported to Congress,
Thursday, a bill appropriating $150,000 for
the erection of a public building at Augusta.
Me. It was referred to the committee of the
whole.
The Somerset Couuty Bar has passed resolutions expressing the hope that Judge Barrows may be induced to reconsider his wish
to retire from the Court at the expiration of
his present commission, and may consent to
serve the people of the State, at feast another
term.
It is said that United States Circuit Judge
Thomas Drummond will retire from the Bench
about next March, when he will have completed his thirty-fourth year on the Federal Bench.
This entities him to full pay for the remainder
of his life. Judge D. is a native of Lincoln
county, Maine, and a brother of the late Rev.
James Drummond of Auburn.

|

News

Way.

Correspondence of the Journal.
Gorham, Me., Jan. IS, 18S4. Having a little
business that calls us to Western Maine, we
concluded to start at once on the trip and so

tin*

thus preserve
in time and

who g«»es into orange raisin, now, encounters
’[•position, and has up hill work, just as lie
wmild were he to engage in any other business
eNcwlier*
All 1 wish to impress on the reader
i'. that In cannot come here and get an
orange grove all set out. and in hearing, for
nothing, as many seem to think.

assessed value of the manufacturing inL' Bowdoiu orient of Jan.
2-”»d.just issued, dustries of Maine is s2T.121.b-pu. These indusi-an special 1} good number.
’Tin orient pub- j
'Din
a li-t of it- \V
ashingtou alumni. Bowdoiu tries give employment to b'M.'uol persons. The
lias live alumni who are nn-iiibi-rsof the
present shipyard'employ P2Mb hand': there P inwsted
Tlnw an lion. Win. W. Bice. M.
ongress.
in this business Si .MMo.oou. The total iiumlx r
1 ..ot M
assaehu-ett-, class of !Mo. H"ii. Win.
lb \\ ashbtirn. M. (.
of vessels owned in the State i' 2S‘U!». valued
from Minnesota. class o:i
D5.V and lion. Thomas B. Bccd. M. <
from
SlT.xM0.hl2. and giving employment to ll.PSs bothers me. I could live awhile off
the free
Maine. cla» of J*bo. Seuatoi LuFayette (,ro- |
men.
There are ;V2 linns ngaged in the ice lunch counter-, but
\‘-r. ot Oregon, class of ls.Js. ainl Senator Win.
eventually should get tired
i’. I* rye, of Maim-, class of 1*50.
husine's.
and
1
There are
canning establishments in the out of that lay, and then where should 1 be?
li!t\-two member- of the Bowdoiu alumni asState.
Th»* land in the grove i> plowed twice a year,
sociation of Washington. The oldest i- Coin.
Horatio Bridge. Pay Director of .In- [ s. \..
Mrs. Nellie Keller of Hyde Park, Vt.. was and dressing is put around the trees once or
lid of the class of 1*25. !. 'iigfeliow's cla-s.
frying doughnuts, w hen one of them exploded twice each year. The moss has to be kept off
with i|uite a loud report.
Mrs. Keller was j the trees, and
i*i:a
ii oi- < on. ni:n liu.L.
they are pruned when necessary.
burned ifi several places on her face, hands and
N' " lots Been received of the death of Col.
rii>- tree- begin to blossom in the Spring, and
arms.
Toward J.. (.. teliell. which ocei.-rrcd in Jack- !
the fruit sets and i- ready to pick in November.
Phis item i« evidently the production of the
souvj 1 Je. Florida. 'Thursday.
< ol. (ietehell w aI nlik“ tlie apple, you can leave it on the tree
in the >ee,,ud and i iiiri\-first Mam
liar
whose
sensational
Regiments pioie'sioiial
despatelies
inring: tV war. While in the Thirty-tir.-t to New York and
till you want it. It is as hard to shake off as a
Western paper* were recent- !
w
lie
as
elevated to tlie rank of lieuRegiment
poor relation. The fruit is cut off with a pair
tenant colonel, which lie bore
through the war. ly exjiosed. There is one New Kngland dish of shears, and handled
■"'bet- that time In- has ie-ided m Denver and
very carefully so as not
which is suppos'd to be explosive, but it is not
( iucinuati. and Jacksonville,
to bruise it.
It i- then carried to the packing
when* he had tbe innocent and
toothsome doughnut.
lived seven Veal’s, W lu ll lie wa- -hot |*V a deshou-e, where it is allowed a day to “sweat" and
erado a few Week- ago.
|{ was 45 year- and
otl. It is then sized, and papered, and
*i\ months old.
Hi- wile has been dead about
Kach ot them prints daiiy more news of di- ; dry
j
a
no children.
year amt lie l«-av»
'The remain- i red and immediate interest to Portland
! packed in boxes ready for shipping. The boxpeople
w ill be brought to Bangor for burial.
than could be found in the New 'l ork papers in I es. all
ready to put together, cost about Tie.
a month.
»a»<d> OLD ]»A VS i;!:* ^ I.I.Ll).
each, and the oranges will average about $20
Thus speaks the Portland Advertiser of it'
1 here was a good sawing bee. the next
I per 1000. The best boxes are those made in
thing
io a clapboard
supper, a few days ago at the
contemporaries, the Press and the Argus. The Maine, and are
shipped ten boxes in a package,
house of Mr.-. Moses Jewell, a widow lady, Advertiser P
right, a' it usually P. and its re- I that is. the two sides,
-ays tlie Bath Tillies.
About one o'clock
top and buttom; the ends
mark applies with even greater force to the lo- !
the good lady was surprised !>\ the
are made of hard pine, and are sawed here.
appearance
ol twenty men with saws and axes, who ini- ca! weeklies and the
out
of
the
papers printed
|
They also use a box made here which is all of
mediate!} w ithout any ceremony at all, attacked : State.
hard pine, hut it i- not considered as good. The
her woodpile and sawed and sp.it it all up, and
no haifwav work about
it, as each sti -k was
Maine box is made of beech, 1 think, at any
sawed into four pieces. 'They hatted the minRoger Amero. charged with the murder of rate it is some
hard wood.
Dler. Mr. Atwood, of the lower chapel, for Mrs. Carlton, has been
discharged from custody
I’p to now I have never divulged in my letcoming late, and lilted a -tick on to the saw- and the indictment
him
nol
against
pressed,
!e»r-e Tor him that was full i:> inches
j ters my real object in visiting Florida, but 1
through,
and lie saw ed it, too. He took off his coat to it. The government could not obtain evidence ;
propose to do so now. Occasionally in years
sullicient to convict and Amero is, moreover,
A lKAliKDV IN XKWIMJtl.
back, when 1 have been eating an orange and
John 11. Spaulding, a resident of Lewiston, adjudged to be insane. Two of bis sisters and thinking it was pretty good, some
bystander
'hot his wife at Newport, .Jan. 25th, at the a brother, all living in Nova Scotia, are said to
would ask me if 1 had ever seen one growing,
house of William Matthews, afterwards shoot- | have become
insane, the exciting euu?e having and on bring told no. would give a look of
;na himself through
the brain and expiring j
pity
aud say, ••] thought not, for if you had ever
instantly. Mrs. Spaulding will recover. The ! been the arrest of Roger.
ball struck her in tin* centre of I lie forehead. 1
eaten them right off the trees, you never would
lAJ'iug open tin scalp to the top of the head,
The increase in the number of polls in Maine eat those you get north.” and then I would feel
she left him at Lewi-ton two or three week.*
ago and came to live at her father’s.
Spaulding in 1NS2 was 2.hots. This indicates an increase in as if I was eating somebody's pet kitten, and
ame to her anJ asked her to live with him. She 1
population of nearly 10,000, which is not a bad would take one more bite and thxow the rest
refused and htfshot her.
showing for a single year, and proves, at any away thinking that really it did not taste as well
IN (iF.NEKAL.
rate, that the State is not losing ground, as a as it should. At last 1 got mad and started for
Mark' -l religious interest is reported in Au- ;
good many croakers would like to have people Florida, with no other object than to prove or
burn and Waterville.
disprove this question. Mr. Livingston turned
Win. Kish, a prominent Wuldoboro ship i believe to be the ease.
builder. i> dead.
me.loosr into the grove, and after looking me
The N. V. Independent contains a sketch of |
It is stated that a dollar will go farther than over to judge how much I would hold, told me
Mrs. Mace, the Bangor poet.
two years ago.
to cat all 1 wanted. And l did eat.
[Macbias Republican.
1 ate
The Portland Horse Railroad Company ear- i
We had a dollar two years ago and it went so oranges in ten different languages: with one
ried L173,<>41 passengers in 18#:j and netted
$4W‘.25.
far we have never seen it since. A dollar in- hand tied behind me,
standing, sitting, and lyMiss Susie .1. Rates of Clinton, is twelve
vested to-day in a lottery would meet a like i ing down. 1 knocked them out in three rounds,
years old and weighs one hundred and eightyfate.
I chalked my cue and pocketed them.
seven pounds.
You
A Fort Worth, Texas, paper gravely annever
saw so surprised a man as Mr.
L.
At the great fanciers’ show in New York one
nounces that eighty newspapers have
suspendlie said I was the first person he
ed in Maine during the past year.
pigeon-raiser exhibits 230 birds of all varieties was.
The President has nominated Clark A. Bar- of tlie pigeon tribe. Some of the tumblers can- ever saw who was larger inside than I was
ker Postmaster at Portland, Me., vice Judge not rise six inches from the floor without turn- outside, but I did not let that
remark interfere
ing over twice. [Ex.
Goddard whose tern, lias expired.
Maine had in 188U—cows. 150,#45—oxen, 48,This reminds us of the political performances with my lunch, and 1 sucked, aud peeled and
ate, till 1 made that grove look as if a donation
040—young _cattle, 140.527—horses, #7,858— of the editor offhe Prog. Age.
swine, 74,307 -farms, 04,000—not a heavy farm
party had struck it, but 1 was bound to invesstock on each.
Is there any good authority for using the tigate this orange question
thoroughly, and I
Hon. Amos Wheeler, an old resident of Wiuword “some” in place of about?
Instance, did. Now the plain
throp, died Jan. 24th, of consumption, aged there are some twenty men
simple truth is, that au
etc.
employed,
GG years. He lias been a Representative, was
orange eaten in the Northeast corner of the
rMaehias l Inion.
an active republican and one of the most honWo parse this question to the Farmington State of Maine, is in every way just as good,
ored and
citizens.

respected

|

th3

A BIT OF ROOFF FOR WESTERN MAINE.
MANCE
THE ICE INDUSTRY ON THE KENNEBEC. THE ICE CROP. AT (iORHAM. (JOY.
AND MRS. ROB1E.

Joseph Wood, Bar Harbor, l’reasnrcr. J. A.
not give good land away here, as they do adHoman, Augusta. The committee to select
vertising cards with us. The gentle Floridian essayist and poet reported as follows: T. R.
has learned that money is a handy tiling to have
.Simojuon. essayist; Charles A. PiMniry. poet.
in a family, anil lie has also learned to swap The next meeting will beheld in Augusta.
It
sand for money, and what good points he neg- was decided that the annual summer excursion
lects to tell you of, about the land, he can after
should be to Plymouth. Mass., making that a
wards condense in an ordinary telegram. resting place, with excursions to Cape C<*d
1’eopJ. are docking here by thousands, thinking towns and possibly to Nantucket, and that tiethat they are going to get rich in the orange trip should be made as soon after the 4th of
business. Nine out of ten will get disappointed. July next as possible. The literary « xcrc'sr<
took place Thursday afternoon, when an c»siy
The one who gets rich will bo the man who has
either got money enough to live without an was read by S. L. MilFi of the Waldoboro
News, and a poem by Howard Owen of the
orange grove, or the one who goes into some
other business, while he waits from tin to ir,, Mail)*- Parmer. Mr. Miller's subject was Tinfor his grove to grow and get in bearing. Country Newspaper, and it was ably handled.
The poor man who comes here i> just like the We quote the concluding paragraphs:
A
country m*w-paper with il> piv-cribed
poor man elsewhere, he remains poor. There
quarters, lias its peculiar sphere, which the
are some wealthy men here who came here
city press with a broader li'-hl cannot invade.
poor, and have made their money out of or- The rural “locals." unless ot great importance,
ange?*. 1 »nt they came here years ago.
Those would never be appropriated b> the riiy ««1 ir.• i- :
the country editor know- they are hi- main
chance*, have la n all taken up. and the man
dependence, that it i- to his advantage to pub-

now they are down at the mouth
generally.
Among the shaky ones at Washington is exLadd,
of
Maine, who is thus
Jiepreseiitative
quoted by a correspondent : “IT says that the

Al t MM.

,

vation. ’free to you and me." it takes money
make money here, as well as elsewhere.
Orange trees have to he raised and grow up to
a certain age, before they will bear, and to do
well they must liav* a good location. They do

hist

Democratic abuse of Randall and tile protectionist Democrat" has had a pow- rfm clicet in
1- arni’iigton. :52 deg. hi Mw at
Farmington New Kngland. Many old and wealthy Demot'aii- ::u deg. lx low
N w Sharon. 15 d< g. be- crats -a\ that i! such talk i" lu
prevail within
l*<w
at Danville. 1.': leg, be,i»vv at tiardiuer.
tin* party they shall take no part or interest in
r dec. below at M- bailie Fa!l.*ind 2'.*
deg. be- j
low at Turner. Mi deg. belmv it No. Jay. 2*J the coming campaign. Mr. Ladd says that last
deg. below at Livermore Falls, in Lewistou 1 March the Democrats had ‘a sup thing* in tin
and Auburn. 10 deg. to 15 deg. below wen rePresidential contest, but he does not sec much
ported.
hope now.** The D« niueratie outlook does
A M A I KIUAI.I/A J ION Mil'll M IXIMSKD.
indeed seem to be of a fiat nature.
<>ni'e an excitement was pr niueed at
Bangor !
the night of Jan. 22d, b\ tile exposure of a preWe publish oil lbe liist page the olti ial call
tended materialization medium.
Mr. s. K.
Whilncj and wife of Brockton. Mass., came to forth' National Republican Convention, to i»>
Bangor sonic days before and had been giving held at Chicago. .lime Mid. Pile terms of the
seal), s which were attended h\
many citizens. call are broad and liberal. 'Pin* conventions to
Parties .suspecting frauds
arranged tor attend-j fleet delegates must lie held within
sixty days
mg tlie seance 'Tuesday evening and exposed
tin- fraud by gra-ping the medium. Mrs. Whit- of the lime of hoidingthe National Convention,
the
hand
and
ney, by
holding In r till the light delegates may he chosen at the Slate ( ..menwa- turned on. although
severely bitten bv her. j
The nn dium was found to be clad in a single tion if not chosen before. It i«- optional with
inn
Mr.
Whitnev made an assault each district to hold a separate and distinct congarment.
on tin man holding ln*r hand.* but w a- arrested
vention at sonic time oilier than the time of
by a policeman who was in the room bv at- !
the State ( (invention, or hold their disholding
nl.
was
rangenn
Whitney
placed in the lockup, j
AM present acknowledged to tincomplete ex- trict convention at the same time and place as
posiire of the fraud.
the State ( onvention.

AND
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Physicians say that there has been less sickness
In Belfast during the months of December and
present. Twelve new names were entered
January, than for 11 fteen years.
upon the roll and the Association starts upon a
last Wednesday morning wended our way to *
The warden of the state prison came to Belfast
new year with the promise ot increased useful-!
the depot at Brooks to be in readiness for the
last week and carried away Brown, Cookson and
ness.
A new departure was made in appointWe notice the air is sharp and stingup train.
( Foye who were sentenced to Thomaston at the
ing a committee on necrology, whose duty it
ing, and hear someone say, “20 degrees below. recent term of court m this city.
shall be to prepare for publication in the annual
How is that for cold?”
Directly we hear
Tile prison and jail inspectors in their report to
reports biographical sketches of deceased mem- ; “Shaw’s” whistle and wonder if it is the same
the Governor .-ay of our jail: “The jail in Belfast
hers and of others who have been identified
that he once used to let “gentle Annie” know
remains unchanged. At our last visit we found a
with the press of Maine. This is a move in the
that it was “Charlie” coming, in those dear, noticeable
improvement in its condition.”
right direction. Heretofore the death of a

to

Hut. after all. it wuuld be !o\e> labor lost. To
a candidate is one thing, to elect him
another. The Democrats concede that < »bio
will go Republican in the coming election: and.

deg.

WKILDKKS OF THE TEN. PENCIL
SlTSSOllS IN COUNCIL.

Notes

The annual meeting of the Maine Press Association, held in Portland on Wednesday and
Thursday of last week, was well attended and
a source of pleasure and profit to tin* members

Now there is a large amount of humbug to
this orange business, as well as to a circus side
show, and the fifty millions of citizens of this
country cannot all come here and get rich raising oranges. Orange groves are not like sal-

nominate

below it West Farmington and 21* deg. below
a:
1-ariuington Jails.
.Monday morning
brought even colder weather, a- ilie following
i- pol ls to the L» w istun Journal show :
The
mercury registered 41 deg. below at Skowln
d"
deg. below at WaterviJe. 2s deg. below
gan,
at Fairtield. 22 deg. below, at
Oakland, Jo deg.
be! ..v at Farmington. 20
deg. belmv. at W. si

Association.

smells them in the air, and he feels them with
his hands. Every sense he lias, assists in taking
in the orange question: they all have to assist,
for he cannot get a bang up good one for less

posevWo

■

ing

Press

pleasant days of courtship not yet forgotten.
get so wild, that they often buy an old well, member has been noticed only by resolutions of By the
way, that «■<(■< a hit romantic, and it
i>
as
one
But
of
the
Association
and think they have got a mining shaft that regret.
object
a pleasant
sight to see the pretty maiden as she
runs right into Golconda.
Hut when a pilgrim to make a history of Maine journalism, it is stood at
her father’s door, rods away,and wavlands in Florida he begins to hear about that evident that it would be incomplete without ed her
handkerchief in response to the signal of
noble fruit the orange, and if his ears don't get brief biographies of those who have edited or h*'r
gallant engineer.
tired of listening to its merits before he leaves, published our newspapers. Within tin* past
As the ear stops at the station tie windows
it is because his pilgrimage is short. Every- two years four Maine editors of some note
are covered with a thick curtain of frost and
body he sees is eating oranges, and talking have passed away—W. H. Simpson, l>r. (i. \V. we are led to think there is nobody on board, it
oranges: he sees them on the trees, and he
Quinby, Dr. F. (i. Parker and J. S. Swift, all is so cold. So we at once push in, enveloped in

...
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Every section of our country has some hobby,
and it riiles it to death, generally, and when a
stranger who has been used to walking, strikes
a new section, and is put astride that particular
hobby, he rides till he is so sore, that he prefers
to stand tip and take his meals from a lunch
counter. In one state it is corn, and after being
in that locality for a few weeks, the victim will
not only have corns on his feet, hut all over

'•

ID : ; Saturday moruiug. tIn- mercury rcgisten d .44 <: g. below zero at Skowlngan and at
<m-k wa- !* deg. ln*lo\v.
The same morn-

Maine

Orange

Grove.”

The* inspectors of the jails and prisons of the
PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY MORNING BY THE
their annual report, make the following general observation on the condition of
these institution-: The thirteen jails in the
State have each been visit- d as often as was
thought best. Many of them have been much CHARLES A. PILSBURY.Editor.
improved, some remain about as heretofore, RUSSELL G. DYER.Local Editor.
while one or two are worse than ever. Trie
population in them is of a transient and varied
Single Copies of the Journal
character. Tie -v are u-. «l for >o many different
may I*** had at the following places :
purposes—for the punishment of persons under
Belfast.—Journal Ollire. J. >. Caldwell & Co.,
sentence, for those under arrest, for detection Main street. M. P. Woodcock A Son. Main .street.
of witnesses, for poor de btors, and for imD. P. Palmer, Masonic Temple, High street.
lie Post Olliee.
Mr. (. E.
sears port.—a*.
prisonment for drunkenness, which i- a crime
Adams is authorized to receive suhscriptions and
there should be some classification provided
advertisements.
by law. Some of the authorities allow social
lit « kspokt.—R. II. Emery & Co.
privileges, which good government and the tit
Wint'ERPOirr.—E M. Hall.
ness of things would not allow.
Camden.—F Lewis.
Boys of ten
years and upwards may be seen hob-nobbing
with *-x-State prison convicts, and have been
Presidential Problems—For Democrats.
seen playing cards with each
other! and yet
such is tin* construction of the jails that this
'1 !»<• more candid Democrats in Washington,
cannot be avoided, and? tie jailer i- not to be
blamed. Some other place should he pi"\id* d and elsewhere, admit that their chances for
for boy> arrested for crime between ten and electing a President this year are very slim infourteen, besides jails and reform -ehool-: tie- dent: but all the same the Presidential bee is
education they get is not that w he h w i
buzzing in many a Democratic bonnet. Hewlikely to make them good citizen*.
November do. Ins:*, there w* n- in the jail- itt. Randall, ami many others h>s known to
did as against 272 in 1 nsj. Tin- wind*- mmdc-i
lame, are nursing their respective ••booms”
eommitted in lSV* was *2.752. against 2 201 iu
with great zeal, although in the ease of most of
1 ss2. 1-Id poor debtors wen■ committed. I«i |»ri—
them the booms are such little ones that they
oners escaped, of wh m 4 were retaken. l.";»7
person- vv.-re eommitted for drunkenness, vv it li
do not count for much now and their future
none from Soim-rsi t county.
ls7 persons were
eommitted for the sale of intoxicating liquors, value is \et to he determined, it .Joe Howard
none of whom vvi re from Somerset. Lincoln or
writes by the card, and his sources of informaWaldo.
tion ought to he exceptionally good, all these
maim: si im.
paps.
would-be candidates may as well resign them1,;. New York Sun recentlx ailed attention selves to the inevitable.
Howard says that Mr.
p
the fact that Maine builds and own-more
Tiiden is positively in the ticld. and that the
V'-s-eis iu tie- earn iug trade than all the other
Slates.
I’v lie ii-t report 255 of the ships nomination of “the old ticket” is assured.
"ailing uiul< r the American flag were built in
Hut since Howard thus wrote another RichMaine, while only 111) were built in other
mond lias entered the lieid. in the person of
< m these
'•'at
115
wen
built
in
Bath
ships
aioii*
Th, m-xl places in importance iu con- Senator-elect Pa\ tie of Ohio, a richer man than
struction ire Thoina-ton. Belfast, ]hiinari.-cot- Tiiden. and with a
many mi I Honed monopoly
la. K<■niiebunk and a few other place- along
at hi" hack
the notorious Standard oil Cointh<- 'a»:i—t. The-* ship- are tin t m-st that sail
There ale already indications of a literthe ocean in all that makes up the perfect sailpan\.
ing ve—el. There are now o-’.i American- ary bureau in Washington in hi> interest, and
built -hips on the "ft an, of vv lm a 15s are un- he need not lack followers, w ho will shout
der foreign (Ian-. They were bud; a> follow-:
Mail e.
Ma— achu-etts. It). New York 2d; t.hein>ei\es hoarse iii his behalf—for a considerN< v
His candidacy would be in accord with
15:
Tmnectieut, 12; all ation.
Hump-dun
other Stalt s. 17. The l> \nu riean-bliilt siiips
the eternal fitness of tilings,
lie secured Hi"
tha: have pa-s.-d to the control <d foreign ownelection, if we may believe Democratic testi1nre divid'd among the ditl'-ient nationals
as
i•1.»(L rmaiiv. >2: Norway and
mony. by bribery and corruption: lie ha> deL.
22; Holland, I: clared liiin-eif opposed to civil service reform,
Austria.
all "tie r nations. J2.
It wiii be and
lu Is identified with the most odious mon1
tha; ies- "I tin- Maine-built Sailing ships
He thus stands upon a
have p.i-sed uiei'-r tie- flags of other liation- opoly in this country.
ii
h"-e of other Stale-.. Only'15 of tile 145
platform "f his own making which is fairly ilB th-built ships sail under the flags of othei
lustrative of Democratic met hods and princieoi.Mires. That city i- now tie- leading place
v\ m id for the building of wooden
iu ; In
-hi) -. ples-—or lack of them. The Washington corami is taking steps toward- the building of
respondent of the Ih*"ton Herald says of the
iron v essi Is.
PaMie boom “The Democratic push for Payne
hip
pmumiirom a.mi:m»vikm
amimii.n.
is strong. 'The obstacles to hi" Humiliation are
< »U1* a«;v
I "III variollparts of tile Mate great. He will not
please the fiv* trade Deinum heale iliul tie- interest in the State
prohibin
ieainj :i:g
imrea-ing and tie- feeling i- erats of the .southwest. But his supporters are
"tr
hat lie '"mmitte. i- v. i-, iu dehuiing of the rule or ruin sort.
They will ‘make or
thi- question apart lronithe political and
party break' for
Tin* financial resources of
Payne.
‘"ip -, liki lv to ari-e in the siimnc r
eaiiii>aign.
Hie eoliv e-i loll 1- ai-o increasing 1 hat the vote bis backers are enormous, If siun.iioi) or s-jou.on the amendment is tie-\
oting up or down ot 000 will accomplish hi" nomination, the money
prohibition and that tie amendment shall have will be
forthcoming.”
a
rou-ing vote of adoption. Tiie question of
What a line poor man's, anti-monopoly canth- advi-abiiitv of submitting smii an amendment :- h" loiig-T at i-s11•
Hie -ole question didate Mr. Payne would make; and bow denow i-. shall tie- Slate which fathered
prohibi- lightful it would lie to see our neighbor of the
t'd
and wiiieh ha- made ii it-. fixed
policy for Pl ug.
more iban
a quarter of a
Age. til*- self-const it uled champion ol tile
century, now put
hyrsell irreversibly on the record for the prin- u| pressed, the relentless foe of monopoly, rallyciple which she helit v. s in to-dav more stren- ing under the banner of the Ohio millionaire,
uously than everl- lilt* question answers itwith iiis Standard oil Company attachment.
self. fLewiston Journal.
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>pri;iu's.. The srliool
kepi by the well known school teacher
Daniel Cordon, closes this week.
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Mr. Clifton Cray iias arrived home
('dorado after an absence of four year".
Pa\id Drew, of Newton, Iowa, w.t- in town

enth

,h'i
same

on

visit to her

a

Mr. B.-uuk
time

niece, Mr-. Charles I.Utle
Hatch,of Morrill was hero at tin*

visit to his

daughter, Mrs. I.. All
<»rangers. Mrs. Drew is just from
a farm w hich carries
fifty acres in corn. A party
of tirangers were invited to make the
acquaintance
of the visitors, and a turkey supper was served.
on

ol the above

With

a

are

conversation

and

music

a

very

enjoyable

evening was passed-Mr. Arthur Boyd reports
more logs in his mill yard than ever before so early in the season. Mr Boyd was sawing an ash log
Wednesday when his saw struck a big nail that had
been driven into the tree and had grown over. A
millman can give as good a lecture against hoys

driving nails into trees as any body in town_Mr.
Hubert Young, of Thorndike, is stopping in town
lecturing on temperance. He lectured in the Huberts district, Stockton, last Saturday evening.... Mr.
David Smith, of Winterport, was in town recently
looking over his farm in Prospect and on a visit to
his old home. His place in town is for sale, and also
the old homestead, both farms adjoining. A
good chance for an enterprising young man or even
two—Mr. John E. Clark, principal of the High
school at Lynn, Mass., who has been at home on a
visit, has returned to Mass ...Mr. Melvin Clark
has been at home for a few weeks at his father’s,
Mr. Eastman ( lark.
He is the best harmonica
player in the county, and while here his evenings
were abo ut all spent in entertaining the music lov-

ing people.

Searsport

Locals.

F. K. Whitcomb has

watermelon in his window

a

is

nearly live months and
preservation.

which iias been there
“tli,ink you inarms”

v>

the roads this winter.

:.n

in

people attended tin* leap
y ear hail at liueksport Friday evening.
The ladies of the Congregational society will
few of

A

our

young

Prof. Sewail of Hunger >emiuary, "ill deliver
the last lecture of the course on Friday evening,
Feh. sth. Subject, “The adventures of the .Japan

Thursday afternoon with Mrs.

hold their sociable

K\

Hopkins.

pedition.”

Frederick

Forfer, who has been at work in M is
some time, returned home by steamSaturday night.

Packard,

Josiah

Si'ddkn Diiaih.

trader do-

a

Win

ing business in lids village, died very suddenly at
halt past two W ednesday morning, from an over
lose ot medicine taken during the night.

s.c-husetts for
er

perfect state of

a

Mokkii.l.
Generalities.
Village school closes this week-i
Baptist quarterly meeting will he he'd at this place
The First National Bank of Leadville has
Saturday and Sunday, Feb. bth and 10th_Lumbering operations are being conducted quite exten- closed its doors.
sively, and the prospect is that the mills will he* “Chinese” Gordon goes to Egypt as Engwell stocked. The depth of snow is just sutlicicnt land's representative.
for good roads-F. Merriam is now running ids
Prince Bismarck says England must settle
the Egyptian muddle herself.
shingle mill with plenty of water.
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Nairn Pend let on, Frank I.
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arver.

Pendleton,

at

Pendleton,

at

"hangiiai.
Brown, James V Pendleton,

at

Val-

a Let) i,
Phinea- Pendleton, Jr., a* San
ip L
ranej.-co tor Liverpool.
"••1.. J une- 1. Morse, Wiliiam M
Tupper, ;tt
Brunsw iek.
"I.ip W. it. Gniee, Joseph W. Waliiutt, at New
Y ork tor Min k und-co.
'" I*
*•
He, .ev
\sa 11 Waterhouse, at ValparSase for k alniout it.
Bark Ksfoit, It
It n. Wat-r! ..use, at New York
for Melbourne.
"el, Lizzie Lane, William II. West, at Mobile.
15 irk Endeavor, Albert T. Wnitti r, at Bo-ton t
< a delta
"■li- 1 anton. Frank Whittier, at
New York for
< uiia.
..n M ''i! la. John M err Pi ni. a I Mel bonneBark Hn i-oii,t
k'rank (.arver, .at Valparaiso.
K- !’• Bn k. Je-sv; 1. Carver, ai Havre for
New York.
BiigAmy A. Late*, John \. Carver, at N* w York
f'o Bn* nos Ay re-.
"lup "n an Gilmore, William M. Carver, at New
y uk
I*;Kossuck, Horace >. Clifford. atTuspan for
Mexico.
li. Laekawanna, Alfred Closson, at Jacksonville f.,r New Y ork.
"eh. Jennie It. Morse, Andrew 1). Coleord. at
Montreal.
Bark J. <». Pendleton, B. Frank Coicord, at
Manilla.
Bark
Augustine Kobbe, Hosea Costigau, at
Buenos Ayres.
Bark St. Lucie, James I Frskine, at New York
for \ alparai.-o.
"hip K tine bee, Alauson Ford, at Philadelphia

k
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eoiuit "I

tic loss of Pint vessel

ai

Meet 1-laud,

icy were lying at a m »-«rin;g placed for the u.-e of
vc--ds while loading, and had been taking cargo
during t ii.* forenoon when about noon a light breeze

a

I.

toward the iand sprang up, a«voiupanie 1 bv a
heavy ero.-- ,-**n. Idle wind increased so rapidly,
lh y conclud' d to slip tinDU and get
sea.
Bel u'c they had g"t tie* spanker ln»i.-t**'!, a heavy
a .-truck the
vessel and parted the buoy mooring-, when they let go the anchor, but the chain

none

->

Fiuiitv-
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Castle. He ha* mounted quite a
number ot
biro-. Keecnlk if put up an Eider duek
wlii« h w.i- M‘iit from I i<-an Haute to 1 n. (:«,litn*.
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ojljre furniture and

not

reside in the

where hi* will also have

an

town "f

oltlce.

In this
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Beverly,

over

He

street.

kind word

which may also save some of your
readers from paying exorbitant prices.I.
A. Iloiner is home for a few weeks on account
of his health.... Mr.

on

»

village di-trid.W. I.

Neal will .-tart

a

Hon. John Bourinot. of Sydney Cape Breton
died at Ottawa Jan. 21st, aged nearly 70 years.

imt

are

harnesses

it safe to put a set of old worn
a pair of
spirited horses_

connect-

fabulous, hr. Hunt, No. Hi
Having consulted him professionally in my family with satisfaction, I say this

same

ilher is

-killing rink at r**edom in the near future.... Frank
Ripley a test medium from Boston, held a meeting
!u hall st. (ieorge Sunday alternoon.

ion 1 would recommend to the notice of any one
who wishes to consult a reliable oculist, w hose

charges

V

indignation has been felt in this village on
account of the alleged abuse of a po »r old insane
v.
'man.
Investigations as to tin* truth of the
matter are now being held-\. J. Skidmore has
.‘iisl closed a very successful term oj school in the

only holds the old
customers, but has added man}' new one.*. The
hr. is a voting man who in ever} wa\ till.* the bill,
hr. Eames i* located at No. l li» Boylston >t Moslon.

Frank E. Kendall and wife

have returned from their bridal

lour

main here at S. P. Hall’s for

weeks when

and will

j

was

before

duties,

stricken with paralysis a few days
while attending to his parliamentary
and remained unconscious until his

death. Mr. Bourinot was a native of the
He was Vice-Consul for
Island of Jersey.
France and Lieut. Colonel in the IJescrve

Militia of Canada.
He
represented the
county of Cape Breton in the Nova Scotia
will start for their new
Legislature until the union of the colonies
Emery began the work of putting in a skating when he was appointed to tin; Dominion Sengallery at ids hall last Saturday. A suilicieiit num- ate, a life ollice. In
politics Mr. Bourinot was
ber of workmen will lie
it in
on to
re-

they
home in Colorado.Jas.
two

complete

put

ten

:

days.

The

gallery will be fifteen feet wide
extending around the hall. The portion that crosses the stage will he moveable and so arranged Unit
the

change

can

be made in

a

few minutes.

The

orchestra

balcony will be opposite the stage; in
front and lower thun the gallery, so as not to inter-

cept the view from the seats hack of it-We have
received from Mr. Charles Whitney, son of the
late Augustus Coombs, formerly of this plate, two

pieces of music. One is the Bedouin Love Song;
words by Bayard Taylor, the other. The Serenade,
words by Longfellow. The words are in both

Boston

Hong Kong.
Bark Coioina, Cyrus Noyes, at Hong Kong.

id-

instruments,

Ship Henrietta, Edward D. Blanchard, at N. V.
Shanghai.
Ship J*. Pendleton, Win. il. Blanchard, at Puget

Noyes, from Victoria

"o

-|

which consisted

for

Francisco for Liverpool.
Bark Alden Besse, Allen

now

!;i- ortiei- with the idea that lie
might
leaving hr. Mitchell with his
cuslmuer*. East \vi ek be sold out hi* interest here,

noa.

ship icelterg, Andrew L Carver, at Yokohama.
Ship Oneida, Benjamin Carver, 2d, at Hong Kong.
Ship Louis W'alsh, Shepard Blanchard, from Hamburg for New Y ork
ship Lucy A. Nickels, Hill Rogers, from San

exhibition

at V T. Hid
store where
e-dleetio,] of Ills Work.When
l>r. Eames lell iiere some mouths ago in- retained

Hi*.go.
Brig H < "ibl. v, Bufus V\ Fow ler,at St.Thomas
-hip Dakota, f- .c Gilkrv Jr. at Liverpool for
Hong Kong.
"hip Brown Brothers, Daniel s. Goodell Jr., at

at

i.*

there is

l*

Bussell, Peter C. Cane,

u

u

rare

"*

Sound.
Bark Albert
for Melbourne.

possible time, for the chances in favor of a sudden
lliug Into eternity were ten to one, more especially
if they met any loaded teams. But the young man
stuck to the sic* 1 and in some mysterious manner
-topped the horses as they were going up the hill
enough tin* l)i> k Ayer woods, after running about
tw
miles. Me deserves much credit for his pluck.
M ral. Il is not safe t. put new wine into old

-.

s.

Puget Sound for "an Francisco.
"hip Gov. Bobie, William II, Goodell, at San
k ranci.Mto.
Bark L'iwar-I Kidder, Kdwtu L. (.riilin, at New'
York for Melbourne.
Bark C. li. M<‘.Gi I very, Warren A. Grilliij, at Port
Chalmers for New Y ork.
BrigJ. H Lane, Alonzo Sliute, at Portland for
Ktienos Ayres.
sliip (Jueenutown, George \V. llicbboru, at Yokohama.
Bark John Bunyan, Sewall Lam-aster, at V Y.
for Bordeaux.
Brig li. II. Wright, William Myers, at Portland
for Buenos Ayres.
ship Iroquois, Albert V. Nickels, at San Francisco for Liverpool.
ship st. Mark, Alexander li. Nichols, at New
Y ork for Sau Francisco.
Bark Herbert Black, Charles E. Nichols, at Sydney, N. s. W.
Bark Bohcri 'orter, Daniel C- Nichols, at New
Y'ork for Buen
Ayres.
Sell. Win. Bui. m, Charles K. Averill, at home.
Bark Cyclone, John C. lk*alB, Sa innah for Ge-

length.

s

1’hese birds retain their food in the mouth until it
is partly digested.
Mr. liorr i-a Taxidermist of
oiisiderable merit, Is.* in- loaned tin art of Mr.

English. Mr. Whitney and his mother
have resided in Herinanv for a number of years

Herman and
:

where he has

•Joseph

perfected his musical educationquite a job hauling the hard

TilJock has

wood frame for
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like
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an
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new

bark which

the railroad-It does
If this weather

Frost will have control very

soon.

look

holds, Jack
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Annuities.
I >ivi'lcn<ls.
Surremlereil
Policies ami
Additions.
Total paid Policy ladders—
s i:5,u.v.»,:foo.r»i
Commission, (payment of
current and ex tin,^uishm'nt
of futur.
Premium charge 1 -if m >eeurities Purchased.
.1’axe- ami a *—men; ~.

illi:

Military

our

the modern

T" lb-serve at tour per rent.
< Maims by *!»■.»t a not yet due.
Premiums paid in advaue.-.
Agents’ P.alanees.
surplus an t Contingent Cuaraii
tee Fund.

!

price- cannot fail to
impn vements for

or

OLD work dom i

N

(A LI.
AI stin

••

4,«■*:?*■>.

•Ite.-idenee

Ha

next

the be-:

manner.

LS,
NOTH.

Burgess’ Hardware store.

door to .John

2

sur|»lu-.

I'»• >•’
|>a*.iiiir r*»li'.w'

Iliiinliiirgs, Ruffling,

K.\ 11>

B.

«»i

MAKKI.I.

Apples # bu.-di,

■

^Tg1.'

Hay #

12.uu
.1

..

;

ugo

medium,
27»u.g2.0'.
l.ungl jn
o»i7
yellow eyes,2.75g5.oo
*.. 12
Blitter ¥ lb,
2ug2
Beet ¥ tb,
7y • Botanies.
:;ug55
Harley ¥ bush,
0<ig<o Bound Hog ¥ tb, 7g7
Cheese # tb,
7..niluli.im
J2yJ.'* >traw # Ion,
Chicken ¥ lb,
12g 15 Turkey ¥ tb,
Isg
(.'alt' skins ¥ lb
12« 12
nun
Veal ¥ lb,
Buck ¥ lb,
55
Itgl-; Wool, washed ¥ I!.,
.12 Wool,uiiwashed#lb2.Iy2o
Kggs # do/.,
12 y 11 Wood, hard,
Fowl ¥ lb,
4.iH)y.5.ou
¥ tb,
12g i I Wood, soli,
:;.oog:;.5o

1

KKTA1L M VKIvKT.

1.10
Beef, corned, •#' It.,
8g‘.i Lime ¥ bbl,
Butter Sail, # box,
200,1 M» al ¥ lb,
oglu
Corn ¥ bush,
7^ Onions # !b,
2Cg.J
Cracked Corn F bush, 7> Oil,Kerosene.Bgal.I1 yls
Corn Meal # bush,
<1 I
7- Bollock ¥ tb,
Cheese ¥ It.,
14 y IS Bork ¥ lb,
tig In
Cotton Seed
L.V» Blaster •# libl,
Liu
ewt,
5
( odlish, dry, ¥ It.,
7.g7 Rye Meal ¥ lb,
1.J•"»
Cranberries, ¥ ql, 12g 15 Shorts # e\yt,
Salt
Clover Seed ¥ Hu
-2g27> sugar ft* lb,
Flour ¥ bid,
40
0.00gS.au salt, I’. I., tf hush,
dull
H. H. Seed ¥ bu, 2.10g2.25 S. I*olaloe> # lb,
I. ard Fib.

log 11 Wheat Meal ¥ tb.

Boston

ALL Kuioa or

Srrml MwoU.
Paitry,

CBNT8.
for U«i Jr.ilde.

tgC,

Market.
SATI'KB

U

.Jan. 20.

llfTTKit—Trade i" steady and quiet at quotations ; choice fresh made \v e-iern creamery,50g58e
fair !■» good, 55jri55c; ire-storage ereamerv, 27y.:>oe;
northern creamery, 54«.‘Mi for fresh made; line fall
New York with Vermont dairy, 2uy2Sc; choice fall
made, .lOy.‘tie; fair to good, 20g25c; wilder dairy,
20y2ac; straight dairies, 21 g2.V; fair to good, big
20e; western dairy, 20.<$25c; ladle packed, isyjoc;
fancy higher; fair to good, Ilgl2c ¥ It..
Ciii;i*:sK— Market lirm and quotations without
mueh change; choice northern factory, 15L yl4c;
western, 12Lg 15c for choice; sage, 11 L g l.v; lower
grades according to qualify.
—The markei is lirm and owing to their

scarcity are selling higher; eastern are quoted at
57g5se for fresh supplies; New York and Vermont
and northern, 55g50r; limed, 27y2iic; nearov fresh
eggs, 4oy42c; and sell quickly.
Bkans—Choice hand-picked pea, $2 S*0g2 !•.">;
some asking $5 for fancy and higher ; choice New
York, $2 7a.g2 85; large hand picked, $2 flag2 77.;
medium choice, $2 05 g 2 70; foreign pea, $2 50g2 05;
foreign medium, $2 50 y 2 40; yellow eye- improved,
$5 25g5 50; ehoiee Hats, $5 2ug5 25; red kidne\ s,
$1 00g4 7>n, and scarce or they would not he so high.
Botatoks—The market continues dull, with only
a consumptive demand; sales are
mostly within he
range of 40y45c ¥ bushel; fancy rose’arc held at
tr.glse; New York and Vermont rose, 45g45c; peerless, 45{il5e; prolillcs, 45c; northern do, 4Uy45c;
beauty of Hebron, 45c; red brooks. 45c; the market
is overstocked and quotations are ilepress<*d.
A I'lM.KS—'The market is steady and lirm at quo.
tations; No. 1 Baldwins, $5 75 g I; No. 2. $2 50g5;
choie.e fancy apples, spys and King, $4 50,ft 5.
Hay am. Straw—The market is linn at quota
lions; choice timothy is quoted al $17 t*’ ton for
j fancy eastern and western; fair to good, $15 7.0g
10 7)0 ¥ ton; Hue hay, $15gl0; swale has, $!M10;
rye straw, $15 7»Oyl4; oat straw, $8g'J ¥ ton.

One lM.ano, _* show eases,
tie. One piano, 1 organs in

CHEAPEST

oo

rent.

Conservative. The Ottawa Free Press says of
him
“He possessed many amiable qualities j
MARRIED.
and was highly esteemed by all who knew him.” ;
He leaves a widow, a daughter, and several
In tills city, Jan. *2!>th, l»y Rev. XV. Henry Williams, Mr. Jesse K. staples, of Stockton, and Miss
sons, one of whom, Jno. (leo. Bourinot, Fsq.,
Mary K. Jackson, of Norlliport.
is Clerk of the Canadian IIous e of Commons,
In Searsport, Jan. *21 th, by Rev. I>. W. Hardy,
Isaac L. Fletcher, of Stockton, and Miss Lizzie
and has taken high rank among the literary Mr.
K. Treat,of Searsport.
In Searsport, Jan. *2*2d, hv Rev. I> W. Hardy,
men of the Dominion.
The wife ot the latter
Mr. Henry I). Black, of Stockton, and Miss Amy C.
gentleman is a native of Machias, Maine.
Park, of Searsport.
In Troy, Jan. ‘27th, by Lorenzo Lareelon, Ksip,
Frances A. liillmnn and Ltnma Fatten, of Troy.
We print in our advertising columns the |
in Camden, Jan. *21st, Mr. II. Fred Hill and Miss
statement of the Mutual Life insurance Com- Alice L. Currier.
In Rockport, Jan. *2S, by Rev. W. F. Chase, Mr.
pany of New' York. The figures given speak ! Charles
It. Merriam of Camden and Miss Lizzie
for themselves.
J. Wentworth of Appleton.
In Camden, Jan. I'.Hh, Mr. Willis Young and Miss
There was an error in the synopsis given of I.eueila Rhodes, both of Camden. (
has. u. Wilson
In Lincolnville, •Ian. liUh, Mr.
T. C. Smart’s letter on national finances. He and Miss Mary K. Brackett, both of Lincolnville.
In Rocklamf, Jan. *2lst, Heorgc L. Knight, of New
suggests a circulation of $40 per capita, or York city, and Mrs. Caroline M. Motlitt, of Rockland.
$2,000,000,000 for the country.

:Kv

SILK
I tress

years since the

of the outside wrapper.
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Street, Host on.
One goods are for sate
:»m4'>*is

PERFECTED

2 Bales Hum1" Fussia Crasti

BKII’AnT,

Heavy Marseilles Quilts
Cambrics,

Move finish

Machine

MAINK.

2000
All

voi:k.

l

1

I Caveat 24c. each, splendid iiood>. w orth
I lot at 4he.. heretofore sold a! 7 4c.

vsskis

JAM US PATfKK, Airenl, Belfast.

Look at

Capital

our

HATS for 81.00=
l eathers for S\\.i>=

I

o'.*

amine

before

iion'l fail

to

call and

ex-

At

.25. #1.75, #2.00. #:: 00. si.00. #5.00 and
#*>.00 per pair. Narked down 20 per cent

S‘

buying eKea here.

Handsome

Wdie;

Majolica
LOW

Only 75c. and #1.00 per pair, lie 'lire and iii'pet
these goods for (he) are a curiosity al the
price' nailin'.

1 Gass

i
wen 'old
season a( i 5c

Vl 50c.

These goods

FIIOMOKMK, 15. I.,
18 84.

Teas for 63c. a

|

.ouo.oo

i■»I

"J :h•

Loans on Collateral.
Cash in Hanks and odieeA Merited interest...
I’rriniums in cnur.'i of C ollection.
Dues from other Co’s.

1

Blankets

Grey

PRICES.

Company, i

deserve for l nearm-d Premium In P cent.
deserve for l npaid i.osses.
deserve for all other Claims.
Net Surplus.

Set.

DINNER PLATES. BEST WARE.
■fturn

ri i; />o/i; v.

s7

I-2c., former price #1.00.

50c., 02 I-2c

Cashmeres,

and 75c. per yard, a mark down
of f 2 l -2c. per )ard.

From 2c. per >ard
verj low. Also

upwards. Hed II am burgs
greal tariet) of other
articles ten cheap.

d!«.::i
2o,|..|.dt
I'-' !.;;.;

a

Velvets & Velveteens
Will also be sacrificed In

Total.* 121, ‘,12. c

is. e.

l.I \ 1511.1 1 IKS.

i Claims for Lupaid Losses.S2'.|.o|.;
1

HAKE MONEY AT HOME!
Itf

IJella>( -Ian.

1

—

1

I

BLOCK.
We simply ask a comparison with other sj|U\
and the sale will be pusilitt
splendid Colored silks at #1.00 and si 25. Black
silks, s; (-2c., #1.00, #1.25.
#1.57 1-2. #l.t 1-2.

af.

\VM. I. l:\IMOS,
Pi esid'-nt.

Sccreiary.

Policies wrillcn up-m desirable risks ami cpiitaI'l.'KH \TWOOD. A^cnt.
able rates h.
Winterport, Jan. 2*>, DM.—-a

It ii nlfil

j

IT 1$ A FACT

Cotton
lleaty.

at

oiler

Flannels,

yard wide, at I Ic.. heretofore sold a* |se.

(/itatifi/

D-T:
TO ENGAGE
500 PEHSONS
work
their homes.
newspaper
you

SCARLET

no

agency or anything ot that sort, hut a liijhl, easy
work that can he done hy any man, woman or child.
Full and complete directions. It will lie sent by
mail from week to work and cash prices pai l for
work performed. We will send yam a liuished -ample. wiih full particulars, prices paid, etc., up mi receipt of 20c. silver to pa;. >.-t of packing, postage,
“Hesnies doimr my
**t<*.
What our employes >ay
housework, I have, as you will see, male SY the
(
II.
week.
Mrs.
May, Augusta, Me.” *1
past
recommend you and your business p» any man, wo
man or child who has;; moment to spare ami wishes
to earn a dollar. J. K. >tro^olV, Portland.'’
Manywili he. >rlad of the profitable employment you oiler
IVstithem. Miss L. A. Dewey. Lew iston, Me
mouies like the. above in hundred.- >f letters reeeived. Special notice. All applications must In*
made on or before Feh. f.tli. You will oblige us by
sending at once. Do not confound this advertise
ment w ith any similar ones. This is no catch-penny
advertisement. We guarantee you all we claim or
money refunded. Persons in our employ earn all
the way from I0e. to ;>0e. an hour. Appiy at once
No postals. Address, remitting as above, f» II. I
Cd.YVFS, Portland, Me. N. H. Applications will
receive prompt attention. Please name the Jour
1 wo*
nal.

I

That f/oii run tanj Hard UOml.
bent rim. /ire sjtimt/r, Jirsf

I in in ril i ill fli/,

"

made with-

Bound, Stitched & Piped Pockets.

|

.VO III TTOXS to sew on.

Work

paid for when complete. Make apWork will be
plication at oner.
sent into the country by ears or
GEO. A. QUIMIiY.
stayes.

all ages and rondilions of the eyes.
Adapted
Selected with care and special pains taken
in tilting them to your sight, at

Twilled

A

CARD.

SlMONTON extends thunks !<» Professor
Kttfllty ami Messrs. Chase ami Kimball for
their gratuitous services, Mr. Williston (irinnell
for his liberal donation, Mrs. Albert V. Nickels for
use of piano, and to all others who so kindly assisted in the “Haymakers” ami “Blue Bell” scene
from Ued Riding Hood.
Searsport, .Ian. ”4, 1SS4.

Miss

Wanted !
THE

Peoples’ Cyclopedia l
selling work published: $30 to $100 made
MAKTIN (iABBlNON & (!<).,
79 Milk St., Boston.

MAN

Flannels,

Scissors &Shears!

STATE OF MAIKE.
im;

STOCK of these celebrated goods.
Don’t fail to get a pair, if you
want a good thing. Call at.

I have Hist received

At *.i

j
:

I

For

a

NKW

HERVEY’S Jewelry Store.
Belfast, .Tan. 31, 1884.--tol)ec31st'»

Del fust,

Sale !

tons, built of
Sloop NKW KltA,
white oak. Has been rebuilt within
two years. Sails, rigging, anchors
and chains good. Carries 125 tons
stone or 80 thousand lumber. For
further particulars enquire of
Capt. .IAS. W WIMTK,
Or THOM US & OSliOKVK.
Jan. 28, 1884.—4w5

price 15c.

Hard H ood, ( ottai/r <(• French

BEDSTEADS
Kqiially

l«»\v in

in the furni-

price. (Mlicrgoods
prices than ran lie bought

ture line at lower
at

any other place in the eitt.
and see for yourselves.

CEO.
Direct I)

DePRCUX &

It

CO.,

opposite A. t Hurgess'Hardware Store,
BELFAST
MAINE.

PIANO-FORTE
TIIK
'■pil \i-it
1

4-Button Kid (doves

t

liijifiirini/. Ii<ix<xl</h<</. I{if/n/<itiixj, Tonhxj nixl l’«x/«<j.
Mr. (iliovKlt will
Ml Nil \L mine:
Itelfast in a b w days to oiler his services
usual in Piano-Forte Tuning. 'The same guaranteed to be done in the vctv be dmanner. Also,
specialities not involved in the tuning an- here presented, and are the more important considerations.
Pianos that are imperfect in the Action and quality
oi Tone and sometimes in such a condition as are
until for use, can be pul in complete order at prices
proportionate to the amount of w ork n quired. The
undersigned being a Practical Piano-Forte Maker,
of l.*» years experience in every department or construction ot the Plano (including six \ear-in the
employ of fhlckcrlng A Nona,) therefore present*
this as a special indiu'einem to the musical public
not usually introduced outside of Piano-Forte making. Warranted to give satisfaction in even parMTKOHK1 4- HO VKIt.
ticular.
it I
Orders ran be left at Woodcock’s store.
as

at 50c.

Come

<H> Msiin Sired,

MISSING.

riLLIAM II. II KM INCW A Y. of Camden, age
about thirty, last seen in Rolfnst, Wednesday, .Ian. Kith. Fears are entertained for his safe
ty. Height about 5 feet, 10 inches, brown hair and
mustache, brown overcoat, gray pants, thick hoots
ami cloth cap. A suitable reward will he given to
any person furnishing information in regard to the
whereabouts of the above person by telephone or
letter addressed to his father,
tf.»
Capt. II.,1. 1110 M INC WAY, Camden, Me.

ALL WOOL

53c.. former

Belfast, -Ian. 24, ISS4.—tf4

hi:h i i; vs .ii; n r;m y store.

price.

McCarthy, Black & Colored Silks!

HAYFGRD

,-l 1

Total.$:{(>, i27..'>h
IV M. !■• tiOODWIN.

is
hi the

500 Yds, 04 Oiess Flannel,
Black

Bargains in llambiirgs,

.r 1>

no

112,1 C D

AII other Claims.

quality.

White Blankets !

Very Kievan! with handsome breasts and Ostrich

TilK

1.

40r. and <52 I -2c.

If you ihli to secure splendid tutor' il*
p;i" ;hi- deparlmcn; without examining
llit* good' and learning the priets.

m

..........s2u

*c.

Tablings & Napkins

VERY

Cush

J

WOOLENS

JU S/XhSS IX MUX/-: ni /,uxt; Is-:;.

OF

Yarn

ident's Shirt is A: Drawers

"e

Held in the I'nited stale- available for Ihe Pa nienl
of I.o--es 1>> Fir** an 1 for the proti etion of
Policy Holders of Fire ln-uiatiec
( ash in Hanks.$
|u,s,nt-.;,j
Pond- aiid Mortyayes, beiny lirst lien on
Ileal F-tate, worth £2,sI21.‘»U''. 1,172,1'..’ II
I'nited stales I’.ond-, market value
f.»,»'.2>»«»*
Hank and K uilroy.l stock.- and Ponds,
.market value;.. 1 ,r>p.»,o.Vi.no
state and Munieipal Ponds, market
value.
2o,ii(io.0t)
Loans on stocks, payable on demand,
market value oft. op.iierti-.s'-j e,2.P 7*
l2m*7>o no
Interest due on 1st .January, I>"1.
.*•:*.2P7.s.;
Premiums unrolleeted and m bands -i
17 Li Mi2.nn
Ayents..
Ileal Lstate.
i;2,:H>.2.'»

JANUARY

barments

Boil

Woolen

.$7,l»/*» l..v,»

Merchants Insurance

mark down

Only I Or.
p.•

iSTATK.YIK\T 01

a sever*'

Ladies and Misses wear have hern markin prices in ordown over 40 perceri
der to close (In' let.

or
ed

1884.

ash Assets.

GOODS

Have received

u

»'.•

>•!

■

«»i

11<*>.i

Our

DRESS

11h

COMPANY,

••

the trade. !
i

(/miles of work, which

(lesirousof haviny
few weeks.

40c. per dozen.

yds. Dress Good?

>

I am

he.

Thread,

Clarks, Coals, etc.

Heady Made

Morl^aife.

duscripti<>11 mid Uiml at. wholeretail. A new stork just imported

in a

orlee I le.

$1.24, worth *2 CIO.

Lining’

I < ll! 11: r_
r!
]' (
iur|',
IIrii li-r-. mi.

a'

any rase of Sir!; or Xervnt:.- I iradarhe. a Xmia'a'a
minutes.
Sold !>y all (lrunuists. 1’iir. s I p. bottle,
It' \ mr dnioejst does not kern it. send ditrrt
try it.
dad!
I'iil.U >\VS, lit-:i t- \si. M::

surplus.

i'Vimt

I hare all.

:t i-2c.

Print widths

i||,

—■——————at

; Amount llisks written. .$J.so2,.'.lu on
Premiums reeeived.
7»;>.s«
•’
Losses Paid.
an,217.7..;

j

B. F. WELLS.

to

Depahtmknt, l
sta, .Ian. 20, issj.
\
SESSION of the EXK< l Tl VK COUNCIL will
held it the Council Chamber, In Augusta, on
Monduy. the eleventh day or February next, at 4
o'clock I*. M.
IwS
I tv order of the (iovernor.
.1 os KB 11 o. SMITH, Secretary of state.

j

1

D
O
DOLLS
L
S

STATE STREET, BOSTON, MASS.

1

Net

Sn/trrior"

hg

nf this

Brown Cotton

liK'lv"T

I Case 12-4

w

»

■

1 Bale

I tie., tormer

r.
( t- .rnw.-I
D r. ir>,

V HI 11 11
hurl.-' i;
<..
Dll

I
1> ikcr,
k I»- ''ll '1111 III,
..

ease

duplicates.

Sl,.1.1 IS.-.'K J7.

Mr

^■

ph.tnr,

We liave only
Cotton and cannot guarantee

at

I'lv-l.-i'i.'
•fuli.-ii I'
K.'M.Ti

!:

only he. per yard.

*.. i'

—

bllH'OW f>

A

i; i.

i-.a*‘ii

I Mi Ur'

48 in. wide Brown Cotton

llu.Tsi;:'.-

11

|,

■>

-i ^

I i'll
•i .-

ille. Conn., Xorth- j
2;',oI
1,-1 D.|
in/t ton.
Muss.,
.‘>'.',212.sl
Montreal, Canada.
OFFICES—A'em York, fhilaTotal Assets.stjtl
|
def/ihia. Chicago, Cincinnati. St.
SHlMAin «)!•• \ssKTS.
Louis, San Francisco. .1 li t MS <('•
Hank. Cast o. ami Uailrvi 1 storks.s.vo.uj jr»
C CIITIS,
Agents, 10,~t Summer Loans on
u,.'.uo.no

THE GREAT CHINA TEA CO.

E.xkci

*.

>1:

iI

.'•••rj'.-

U'.m-rl

Total.$7,4.S^,(M t

a

dive auroras premiums to those!* miing dubs for the sale
of their TEAS ami HU T'l'.KS. Dinner, Teaand
Toilet Sets, S/lreru'arr. Waiches. et-\ WillTE TKA
NETS o| IO ami ON m- s with $IO A $I2ordeis.
iii:( iihati:ii Tl;,» skts
h * n«pi.'.es
is
villi *15 mi I SIN
STEM V, I5I>IA<,
SWISS H ATCHES Mill, SI5n:,i, r-. «;«>!.IP
15AIND nr HI oka Dose Ten SetHof *14 pieces nr
White Dinner Select ltMtpieus with $20 orders. Scrnl us your address ami mention Ibis paper, we
will mail you our C ub Book «ontainin-,' a omplctu
Premium & Price List. Til E C HEAT fill N A TEA CO

I wo

■

flier 'Thread Knitting Silk.
M I /. I. S—Hork-

side or
and for sale CHKAl’.

weekly.

-in,'ll.

I
«

...

Iii'iirimv ( .munis-i-m.
Maine on the lir-t day

snmun

CO.,

Silks of a sn/ierior grade,
ej-riltenf in gnalifg

Ftosses.

Imeowu

SALESMEN KOI!

to tiestate "t

MANUFACTURERS.

war

Of

The best

j.;

yi’J'.t.u-

price 12 l-2e.

Agents,.I'ORTsMOl lll, V II.

l.eneral

INSURANCE

made

(

I

and finish.
Serges
mid Sntin finings
for i. roll r ill e n 's
('loth i n g,
llosieri;.
Seiring Silk, Machine
Tirisl. Lmhroidery Silk mid

I'nder the 11 •.*i sun of August, l>s.', tiic village of
Dover, \. .J !a\ >iill as tin* sphinx in Kgvpt, while
Lli.iah sharp, of | hat pla -e, slowly and softly spoke
of the past. "Ye-,” he said, “1 was in the army
and saw mans of the sights of those fearful years.
I was finally di-eharged from disni>i!:D resulting
from sunstroke. I c.anu home, miserable in health
and spirits: so enfeebled that ! took cold on the
Slightest exposure. Life seemed worthless to me,
1 lived only in memory.”
“That was sad enough,” 1 said, <ii\iding my last
two eigars.
“That’s so,” responded .Mr. 'sharp, “but I got
over it.
Outgrew it? \ot exactly. When in that
condition I began taking I’aiikku's I’nsic, and my
health cniumeuia-d to improve right aw a;.. I was
asionished at. it, ami so was my wife
1 piled on
the llesii and could eat anything.
My ambition
blazed up. I con j.i attend io business, and now
excepting that I have to take earn about exposing
myself to the ln-I sun—I am as well U' I was the
day I enlisted. What diil’cremvs there arc in thine-guns and bayonets kill, I* utKKKS Tunic saves."
'This preparation, which has been known as 1’\k
Mill's i.iMiKi: Tonic, will hcrcaf'cr be called
simph I’AiiivKK's Tonic. .\s unprincipled dealers
arc constantly deceiving their customers h\ suhstiluting inferior articles under the name of ginger,
and as ginger is really an unimportant ingredient,
we drop the misleading word.
There i< no eh-mt/e, hon-'-rvr, in the preparation itself, and all bottles remaining in the hands of dealers, wrapped under the name of |* uilvKK’s illMaai
Tonic, contain the genuine medicine, if the fae.
simile signature of 11 is< <m'K
( <». is at the bottom
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Hides ¥ lb.
tb,
Lamb skins,
Mutton tf tb,
Oats # lui-li,

Beans,pea,# liu,2.7og;;.ii>: Lain0#
••

-viui.

them so as to develop ami
heighten their beauty, we guarantee satisfaction in
cv.tv
in.-tanee. Our price.- are as low a- anv f..,jirsi-efass llowers and work. \\ e have special t.-eili
in
t--r making designs in
Ivy Leaves, Wheat, etc.,
tor funerals <•! aged person-.
"dice the Holidays are over, our prices for cut
Mowers are reduced to usual winter rates.
< >rders solicited
by mail, tcleg raph or telephone.

mn Lain,
r-iirngb far1
». al Flout.

will
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Capital.^.l.dtin.nuo.nu
An Abundance of Elegant Flowers Cash
lleserve for l
l Premiums. 2, 7.•
f<
lleserve
:;27,"77.'d
I’np ti l l.o--e- and Claims.
|
and the .-kill
combine

home,

garni

iIi<•!i ii‘. 1 A. M«•« 'ur-ly,
l.mn-s (
HmMimi.
Utih u.ii <
•ii I'.i-i,

I

\\ ,\ IiRANT 1.1 > to rare
Rains in tin- Head, in :{<>
ti bottles sd,
1 Isn't Tail to
to the proprietor, tiKo R.

Long experience enable- us to furni-h Floral
work ot all descriptions of a • piulity not surpassed
in New Kngland.
Having

mo,
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I'lMCKS !*A11» iqpMU

.’nirtluu

dried # tb.
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Ter* toid'lau,

Bi-Caitate of Sola,
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1 ,:;|n,;.-s
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m BByajLita
r-n-an,
^ni Cp CXpreSjly ft.T
OikJjlg

| Aipwio, Urtt

-vni. Ini. iv-l

Splendid Quality I yd. wide Brown
Cotton only 7c.
Splendid Quality 40 in. wide Brown
Cotton only 8c.
bleached ( otton

at 10c., 12 !-2e. and lf»e.

pra Ti. lSf*l

SMcju*? U„, ll.ff7i ,nuf
e>
ZtKadml April U, LPO,

L

lull' jut
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only Tc.

10c„ former

»VM U. MATKMKNT OF THK

SELF-RAISING
j Breal FTepsration,

Conn tnl U'f’i•/.'<// for thv Jour mil.
liy C. II. Sakgkni, .no. s, Main Street.
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A•»> 1.1 s.
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|S, |:SS 1.

goods are used for trimWe keep the
ming under clothing.
I. AHOKST STOCK i:t the city, and

i

Cr.

a
i:. i'lcial will
appear- in I In- Kalamv >!i
iiirli-liail l»r in I'imv.* at il-aiiniver- ir> in KM.
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$1-2.ii,-ii,im hi.

Morrison, Court SI.

(.

sell. Aliie (lakes dragged ashore at Roekport,
J!-t, during tin- gale, hut was lowed oil' l»v F. >.
-te.amei' Dallas without apparent damage.
S'h.'Ii av*r-e. from Porll.nd for Roekland, t*e
fore reported wrecked on the limihcrs, went «»n
■luring the night of the I Till. The ma-t- were eut
away and the nvw escaped mi them to the shore,
where they remained twelve hours. T‘u*> were
taken oil'the island hy the
s. -teamcr Dallas
The large three-m.a-led -e!i. in the yard'd II. W.
Ream at Camden, is to be launched in about tw*
weeks
Snip (yiii'enstou n. of Ri* mnond, Me Utelihorn,
from l'nilad‘d|iiiia tor lliog-jo, liefore reported
overdue, .arrived at port of destination dan. Jltli.
hav ing tieen Jit* day.- on the pas-age.
Noli*-,? i.-, given that the Jd class nun buoy
m
Stamford’s Ledge. Portland humor, Me., has iieeii i
removed and it- place supplied hy a par Imov f -r
tin* winter season.
sell." I iicle Sain, of Ro kland. broke from her
mooring at Portsmouth J-t a and stove a hole in her
but loin, setting the lime on I'm and destroying eargo and vessel, sin* had *;<>•> I.Ids. lime on hoard,
owned I * v tli*' (..dhh Lime < <>.
sell. Mary A. Hall, ( apt. F I McDonald of lid
fast, now at New York, ha chartered to load gen
oral cargo to Port Spain for SlJ.no <»nt and g ; :
I*, ton "ii log wood from llav tit* Chester, l
w ASH!N*;i(*N, dan. J.'tli.
I’he tail hicy- at
linden and Long Lodge, "If the coa.-l of M due.
-link recently, will !**• replaced a- soon a- the new
buoys can be eonstruete I. A temporary lighted 1
htioy will !>e used at Camden in the meanwhile.

*.d,l'72,lus.>»;

unt_

$mi,i
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SEE

AM)

Directly opposite

AMiatlf'AN pours.

m vui 11mi. mis* i:u.

New

B< ai L-t ate....
l‘nite<l Mate-and older 1;«■: 1 t-..
la«an> on collaterals..
Leal L-tate.
Ca-li in Banks ami Tru.-t < ini' allies at Inteiv-t.
Interest ae. rued
Premium- deferred, «juartei 1
am I semi annual.
Premium- in tran-it, jirineij. dl>
for Deeemlier..

**

••

f antiie A
."l'inin na- l".e ted ice for da<k
-"iiville. « Mi We.tile-day a gang "f workmen unlln- main
engaged cutting a way i •(he ve--e!
eaannel <•! the harbor.... •!) M ir KH/.u ha- load
ed iiav tor I'."-ton.... Se!
F. s. Wtl-on is loading
stave- lor R'M'klaud.

IJiieiM*- A\ es. dan. JM. Arrived hark Alignin** Koliii,-. C«»stigan. New Dirk.
At Ro-ario. Dee. h-lli. nrig I. W. Parker, l\ ee.
hand, loading for New 'i ak.

to

By Bond- >iI*;. MorUa_:e-

••

TORCHON LACES,

t

10.'»,472 22
220,o.'»7.0i*
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POUTS.

s.-i;,I20.nu

Sheet.
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Balance

TJ pliolstering

i*ui.lie
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Dr-

witAitv:.-.

ii'k-"ii\ille. dan. J'! I.
Drived .-''ll. Penol,
< art w, IW'lfast; dan. Jlth.
ll. Nellie
Xrrived
Piek'-inig. Flowers, New York:./ in. Jalli. ( lea red
n
Palalka, ( haple.-. New York.
New Xork. dan. Jath.
Cleared sell, ( barley
liiieki. French. < ,rev town.
I’cnli Ami*"'
dan. Jath. sailed -eli. Ai• y
A
Muller, Perkin-. Wilmington, N. (
Iktlliniore, dan. JJ-i. Arrived srh. l>i'*ne. l'ater-"II, Ju'hsOlIV ille.
N"\v London, dan. JTth
Arrived
li. Annie 1.
M' Keen. Mahoney, daek-onv ille.
Thirteen daynon Ii "f Ilattera-.
Darien. dan. Jath. * le.ii-' i -eh. deiinie I: M"i
( "I* "id. Rath.
I.ii 'kspori, dan. Jltli. Arriv' d -•!•
N idi, d
dan. Ilarriman, from Hin ksville, via Rockland.
with hard pine for Win. Ih a/.iy A

27.•••'1.0IP 1.0'J

••

earing for the dead.

Monday, 1-Vi.. Ith.
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ABSOLUTE ARTISTS
\fliiii>>i«»n :».■>, nO and 7a Onts.
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2,^00,201.7-!
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Fittings

always complete, and

suit.
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Mature I Endowments.
Total claims

stock of

Burial
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AfcD MELVILLE

RAVEL

pail heath Claims.
$7,5»02,7:»

-and-

BULAT-

A

operatic Orchestra
J'n*>.-min^

Ii\

Cr.
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DUMPTY
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To li.ilaixv from Iasi aeeount.^'.^.Tsj/.iMjaS
Premiums reeeiwl.
li.'.T '.l's 11
Intetests ;unl Kents.
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771

!

$111 .-S:;.s7s.n7

I’antoniime and
< >

117,71->

of ARTISTS

O L O AlAZIV

HUMPTY

Amount.
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gains will lie found. Below we <|iiote
many as possible from this IMMhW.
stock :

*;,7.v>,
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>alc open-
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Account.

Always ready to attend any calls day or night for
thing in tin* LNDKKTAKINO lie-. Kmhnlining d"ne and satisfaction warnnted in ever;.- ease.
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dan. Jltli.
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Il lo.'.i'iii

111.
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1111
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Thursday Evening, Feb. 7, 1884.
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Mr. J. W. Dresser has
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No.
Policies in force, .Jan. 1, lss.I.. lou.-jl
Risks Assume*i.

Pure.

A marvel *>t puriiy,
Tlii.- I'litvlrr m*\n
tries.
'Hviiiijh a mi wnoli ~om i.Mon* economical
than the ordinary kinds, and cannot I*«• sold in compet it ion wit h tin* mult ilnie of low t* --t, >hort weight.
:«11:*n or plio>p!iatc p<iwd'-r>.
Sol<! only in runs.
P«>\ m. r.AKiv.. I’ii'vm i:
N. V.
<>., |nr, Wall >t
1 r.’JT

e

(

Ann. I’av’ts.

j

a specialty in every department. KMraordinury and astonishing liar

Belfast, Oct. IS, 1883.—1*2
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A joint resolution permitting a brave naval
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JACKETS&CLOAKS.

le the bright ai.tmmial day- the temptation I"
coin! "i I ah ie e\p"-ure y ields i
friol in a ni"-i per
ni*'i" i- «■**ugii and irritation "i the throat. I>r.
Huh’- Cough s\ni|» -taiids uni i ale a-a remedy
f'»r 1111 i.il and lung di.-t-a
J.'» * eiil a h.'tile.

■■

W|v..

'■

Y

Vi.s.hI.i.'.
**1

Hardy

led. add

mi!

ai

*rea'»*uis

r‘-i|Uest of
], vom-le-d for

many

-o

wu

tie

It

Mr.'.

:•••

tne

att'*n

ii;
.!-.••• to 1-e the lilt:.. \V. W. ii
\|.
parted at J.d fathoms, and in a few minute-tm
their par:.. i.e,\| 1 »eeeiui»er. Tills ..all xx
m xer
vc-.-ei was on the reef, tilled and -unk in liftcen
I m
| nil,- | ,ok
ia!
d et of water, and is
> vile m in:- n.
No lives
nearly a total !•*.-dre.-s in -imi.
I V ipainmam.ei a- !•> ealeh ..n
"-j ...Tin- Bo.-tou ('om.-dy < .>., II. Price
some;hiiiy:, ii imth;:i. lot
•*]•
tiiiny.-."
•Veliiier manager■, l.a- been playing in Town Hall
I ,e .. kieox better, :ni;
Hal xxhatr <», onlx 1 lio-e
during the past week, and has had a full house
oar, arms and- in.I ;',— •! ,n a.
Hewers from
every night... .The steamer Lewi-ton lauded her
l-ivo Mo-,- XV ere
l!,;:i
e,
rill.a on .-mil a passenger- for >edgvvick and Brooklin at tills
m/h:
Ihe -upper
Ye-..fi nr •rls* moliier.plain- on "aturday, and teams came from tho-k"*.xv lloxv to.. ]-.
\
li Jill per-.u,-. pal'place- wit ii passengers on Monday.
I -'k.
The table v\a-law 1 r bin and il was twice
I I ui i; tv
A. D. Mathews i- stilt con lined to the
h'-d.
I’lie mii-i'
\,, jja-'.vs
Or<‘he-iri
boiisc wit; rheumatism, but i- improving-L. F.
Maeti r. ill i- da«- to the ao.
ta-b-of the deeor;.Hurd ha- moved into !'•,■ Mathew- house reeently
tor-. Me-r- K. I*
lam r-.
,, j;. |j. K,.,..,
vacated by Ambrose llall....Fd. Ilolvvav
the line
and
'..,.!
ppeai-m
Hie
,..min'.th
ii.mdem
ouiposed ot live -mailer ones with its wile who have been stopping in town since last fall
lee,M-.-tlions, was a "happ;. iinmaht.- It takes a cava returned to their hone in Norridgevvoi-k_
I r- d M ad- and wife ot \ inalhaven have been
"mon-tni-s site of i _:a
an 1
full orchestra i*.
V i-iting friends in tiii- village-Charles Knovvlton
"tdi'-l/ thesc diiu^iite-rs \\ i.
uhers appealed
ot Rockland has been spending a few day
in this,
"'i as pretty and dam-,
iu-i
-aily by the liyhl
hi- native town. He is a strong advocate of the
•! a ;• xv tallow ■-.•indie,,d I ,.-i.
Inai^atss’ violin. !
Deorg.'s v alley railroad IT*mi Rockland to this
Laoi.-.- and gentlemen \\.-r.
re
from Hangor,
place-File many friends of t apt. Fred Water"e,.r.-port, "loekb :,. H interport,
a-line, FH-. !
vorlh, Hhiehiil, Har Harb.,r, \e. To make tin- icti-e, who has been in Durange, Colorado, forth**
pa.-t three years ware pleased to see his genial face
record full the todoxving names ot tin- eoinmiltcc
|
on
our streets
last Saturday.\nother of the
mu-1 be appeude.
Mr- <\Y. >|.- \
Norman colts has been sold in this village the
W. shun
Mrs.
|\ mu, Mr-. I. If.
Finery, Mi-~
Li/./n
past week. This lime it was a yearling raised by
l.iiicr
MrA
I». "itowmau, Mrs. ,\.
Pinkham and .-old*for one hundred dollars.
1- l’altei—'ii, Ml<
4
Jlomer, Mis, Marx Joseph
\
Mr. Plummer, an advent preacher from
Ifnv md Mi
l.://a
"uoxvmai;.
llx- r*.jue-i
Whitelicld, is holding a scries of meetings at the
Mr. r 4
Homer a« ted a- Hour manager.
A- Hex
meeting house in this village. The attendance has
M. Cliil'ord xx as unalile to
pivuch, Hubeen small thus far. ..The friends and neighbors
Memo.list hur.-h wa- without it- usual service last
•'*'■ < .. a xerx bad eoiu while attend- of the Rev James Lewis, of Wc-t Liberty', recently
| a-sembled
at his house in large numbers to cele111- a 'me ral at ..
lend hoii
in tin- back part of
brate bis Toth birthday. Valuable presents were
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The Vermont Dairymen’s Association at St.
Johiisbury discussed ensilage, and the weight
of argument was in the negative.
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In this city, dan. 2fth, Rev. Wooster Darker, aged
7(i years, s months and la days.
The Virginia Bourbon Senate has adopted a. j In Northpoi t, dan. 2<illi. Capt John H. VVhiteher,
hi yi ars, s months and 1 I days.
joint resolution requesting V. S. Senator Mu. aged
In l.ineolii\ille. dan. IStli, Capt. James Thomas,
hone to resign.

pillow-case” masquerade at their hall last
Wednesday night, to which the Mason.-, were invited. They all report a splendid time.

will hold their annual
at l iiioti Hall Thur-day
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Three more of the Gloucester listing fleet,
with 47 lives, are supposed to have been lost.
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The English settlement at Kughy. Tenn., i>
reported to be in a prosperous condition.

given in the
Methodist church on Friday evening, by Kev. ( A.
Piumcr, of Brewer. Subject “Moral Architecture
or Character Building,” and Hie fifth will be on
Tuesday of next week, bv Hcv. Mr. Alexander, of
Brewer.
Subject “Newfoundland and the New
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P.arney has sold his horse to
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Sun-

on

day morning, after a long and very painful sick'
ness.
Her daughter, Mrs. K. A. Manslield, will go
to

\ggie Stafford and Hattie Young left by steamer
Monday for West Cpton. Mass., where they have
situations in the straw shops.

Mrs. Wm. Manslield died

KitroKT.

In Rockland, dan. l'dth, Fverott O. iMiiibcook and
Nclln* M. Feyb r, both ot Kucklaini.
In Deering, dan. l'dth, Kdgar W. Davis, of Camden, and Minnie F. Robinson, of Deering.
in Deer Me, dan. IStli, Frederick K. Cassons and
Carried., daughter of Win. Webb, of Deer Isle,
both of Rockland.
In Thomaston, dan. P»lh, d. I*. Cushman, of New- !
castle, and Minnie ( reamer, of Waldohoro.
In Vinalliaven. dan. Wth, Hiram Ik Delano and
Clara F. Ames, both of Vinalliaven.
In Fllsworth dan. IStli, Mr. William S. Mtireh,
of Hllsworlh, and Mis.- Alice d. lUmker, of Cranberry Isle.

at

#1.25 per pair.

Kvery pair wareanled.

Carpet Department!
Carpel Hoorn is thoroughly stocked with t arpets. Oil Cloths. etc., and the prices we have
named on them not onl) ama/e our customers, hut competitors also.

Our

firmly believe In moving goods lively In a
b} selling cheap, and instead of discharging our force we intend to keep them busily
employed lu eloslng this stork regardless of profit.
The patronage received the past year has been far
beyond our expectations, and in return we desire
to express our sincere thanks for your custom and
assure you of Increased energies on our pan to
give you the best value for your mone> of any
We

dull

season

house in eastern Maine.

-itf

Geo. W. Burkett,
81 &, 83 Main St.,
CITY BLOCK,

BELFAST.
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Suffer with Salt-Rheum ?
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Messrs. C. I. Hood & Co.. Lowell. Mass.
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Doll.
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an- came, and he went on hi- way.
took with him many a *1 >11. 1 dare -ay.
Hut as I've a chance to look round me. 1 rind
That d >zens and dozens have been left behind.
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Ocean

Experiences.

perience

in

a

gale

when

he

occupied

a

the upper floor of a hotel. The
house shook and the windows rattled.
He tried to wedge up the casements hut
If you were a left-over dollie yourself.
to no purpose.
He was afraid the chimY"ii'd know how I feel Aim: h- re on flu* -helf
v
long after Christina-: and wouldn’t xp-v?
ney might blow over, for he knew it had
Me !" -mih at old Santa Clan-' cru-. m-gi- t.
no "back stays.”
Sleep he could not. so
They’ve marked down nv price: and l very he dressed and went dow n stairs to the
inueh fear
"dice and sat there by the tire all night.
l h:it those who buy chea dv will hoi-1 m lesThat was tlie time lie wisned himself on
dear,
board ids steamer. No gale would deAnd the army of curious shoppers I -hun
since I had no part in the
prive him of his slumber there. While
holiday fun.
he was relating this experience the capt•losephelie Holland.
ain left his desk and spoke from the side
of the platform. He suited the action to
Gems of Thought.
the word in describing his adventure and
All places that the rye of Heaven visits are raised several
hearty laughs from his
t" a " is,- ni ui ports and happy havens. [Shakeaudience before lie got back to tlie sober
speare.
part of his lecture.
A virt lous name is the precious only good for
Doing back -'idou years he traced the
which 'pi, il' and pta'aut** wives must contest
improvements in shipbuilding down to
together. [Schiiier.
the time that England began to build
Trm goodness is 1 ik. the glow-worm in this.
iron vessels.
In passing, he remarked
that ; shines most w hell no < yes ex.-.-pt those
that every nation but one, the fnited
of II- av, n are upon it.
Archdeacon Hare.
States, took advantage of England's enIt is as mi eh the dut\ of a!! good imm t proterprise and bought iron ships of her.
tect and def. mi tin r- putation of worth) pubic s< loan’s, is to d't' ct pub;1.,- rascals.
r(bu- The tirst iron vessel was built in l-HJaud
loom "a
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•Speaking truth is like w r.tiug fair, and comes
•mi) by praeti. •: it is I,-.* a matter of wiii ttiaii
habit: ;.nd 1 doubt if any oeeasion eali !>••
trivial which permit' tin practice and formation <»f Mich a habi*.
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If you would Banish Disease
and gain Health, Take

it is in active service to-day.
Great improvements have been made
m the rigging ot vessels and many of the
cumbrous methods formerly in use have

Catarrh.
The remarkable results in a disease so universal
and with such a variety of characteristics as Catarrh, prove how effectually Hood’s Sarsaparilla,
acting through the blood, reaches every part of the
human system. A medicine, like any tiling else, can
be fairly judged only by its results. We point with
pride to the glorious record Hood’s Sarsaparilla has
entered upon the hearts of thousands ot people it
has cured of catarrh.
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1 die llebl, lli lld may be el aided by advel 'it)
but cannot b, \\!i"ii) com e; i,d: for true inert:
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1 ieht of it' own, and glimmering
through the rents ami cramih s of indig, ncc. is
ived.
per,a
resp ete«i and lionorcd by the gem-roll'

and the great

Human b ang* In imum nts of passionate r,; oach and «!■ num iatton,
-eeiaiiy when their
anger i' on tie :r own a
tint, ar, never so
r'<m who Ini' l"
wind!) in the right that thwince cannot p,i>*ibi\ protest agaiii't s-mie unfeasoiiabi, ii'-ss of unfairm
in their outburst,
(borge Hit >!.
■■■.

I’et'* \■ i-»nee is ret always an indication of
great abilities. An indifferent poet i' invulm-ra r< |>nl*st. tin want of s< nsibi ity m bun
1" ing what a Hold,- s,.jf-ron::id<-nee was In Milton.
"I'iles, eXeiudt'i suitors continue, nevertlI- ess. To hang their garlands at the gate, to
iiioint th, door-pO'!. and -veil ki" the ver\
threshold <>f herhoine. though th- Must heckoii'
th-. m m»t in.
'Wordsworth.

56th TEAR.

SPECIAL

Ayer’s Sarsaparilla wonderfully improves the
complexion, and brings to old and young the bloom
of health. As a purifier of the blood it has no equal.
”Oli. you needn’t worry.” she retorted. "1 would
kiss you even if the freckles on your face were
gold dollars.”

pleasure in informing my freinds and
patrons, and the people generally, that
I have opened a

take

Epilepsy of Nine \ears.
••I thank the giver of all good gifts.” writes d. N.
Marshall, of Granby, Newton Co Mo., "for giving
me Samaritan .Xtrcim.
It cured my daughter's
epileptic fits, of 1* years standing. Get at druggist-.
$1.50.

stop that Cough, by the use of Ayer’s Cherry
Pectoral—the best specific ever known for all diseases ot the tliroa
and lung-. It will soothe the
rough feeling in vour turoat. give the vocal rgans
flexibility and vitality, and enable you to breathe
and speak elearlv.
"Dig grave- for old folih- and error-,” say- Ella
Wheeler. That’s the wav to do, dear Ella. Dili where
can you get enough eemetcrv room for all the
corpses?
That jioor hetlrithlen. in\ did wife, srf-ter, mother,
or daughter, ••ait In* made the pi* tuiv ot in alth by
a few
bottles ot Hop Ritter-.
Will i/mi let tin in
suffer I when so easily cured
An Indian named "Mali-Atraid-oi Nothing" married a white woman in Montan rceentlv. .;i in me
week after the wedding applied t> hi- tribe to have
his name changed.
ll-*w often we hear middle-aged people say rethat relia be old
ougii remedy. V II
Downs' Elixir: "Why. m\ mothet gav*’ it t.. unwhen 1 was a child, and l Use it in my I m;i >
t a.
Who can name another me mi no
ways cures.”
with such a record as thi-. Dr. Ra' o r'- Mandrake
Ritters arc anotm-r good mci: in*
and Arniea and
Oil Liniment is just what it i.- lveommembd to In
lint

garding

«

Feminine news gatherer are m>t a success. One
tried it in a eountr
tow n and the people -topped
taking the paper bi. n'...-e she t• •',d them ai. t!ic n wIh fore it came out.
idea embra-a-d in K
i- ,.m !’.
in.
•.
cured by e.an-inir di-i-h ir_- e ai. !
causing,
• i-•
i•Irving tip. l'lie api
i-> and
agreeable. 1’riee bo cent-.
Apply Into (he nostrils with the linger.
I nas troubled with chronic CaUtrr
ti I gatherid
ing in tm hea 1, was very deaf at ti
•
marges front my ear-, and wa- unable to breatiie
through my no.-e. lit h-iv tin* soomd i..-t(ic o| K.\
Cream I .aim* was exhausted I wa- eared, and to
• u<--tday enjoy sound health. (’. .1. counts.
nu: >(.. Field Manager, l’hilad dplbu l’tib. I!
1’a.
We ree,»mnieiid Kiv’- ( ream Haim where a. ur.
for Catarrh i~
al.ed for, and eoa-i b-r tt at we are
doing the pui'iie a favor bv making Us virtueknown to tli *-e alUi'-ted with this btaihsome disease. foi wlii"1! it i- iii mo-t i’i-tauee- a pert- t
eaie.
I’m K
linos., l>ruggi.-t-, tjra.nl iI 11• i■■ i-.
Mi'-h.
ju

been succeeded by new inventions. The
captain devoted by far the greater part
of Ids lecture to his personal experiences
on the sea and he told these with so
much earnestness that he held the attention of his hearers closely throughout,
lie described ill a graphic manner the
rescue of a ship's crew from a wreck.
They were all huddled together to keep
from freezing and thought at first their
signal of distress had not been beard.
The .-hoe trade ouglit to be a ..I one for it i.When they found that the steamer was generally believed that article- of foot-gear arready coming to their aid they ail began soled before they are placed in the -tore.
to cry like children, from sheer .joy. The
\sh your Urarer for bold Medal
sc.i
was so rough that the boats could
And take no otle-r. It make- whiter and lighter
is more healthy, take- le-cookery
gd
near
enough to the wreck to t*> do theof wall>rk kinds,
only
than any oilier -alcrntus or soda
tlir.ov a line to the distressed
people. ever produced in America. A fair trial will eon
Kadi one gr asped the rope and jumping viuee every unbia-e I person of the above truth.

*f Horse Hoods. >mh

a>

Buffalo Robes, Lined & Unlined.
From SS.50 to $21.00
.lap

Kobe* from $7.HO to $1 vOO.
Wolf linbcs from $*25.00 to $30.00.
Black Kobe* from $10.00 to $30.00.
Lap itobes from $*2>5 to $10.(Ml.
Horn* Blankets from 75c. to $7.00.

the

boiling

pulled on
board the boat.
The captain's wife
jumped first and was rescued triumphtiuly. l hctt the frost bitten sailors were
saved one bv one. They were relieved
of their wet and icy clothes and put
waves

was

down in tile boiler room to warm up.
I ':c passengers were asked to give them
a change of clothing and it was
good to
see how everybody ran to fetch a
supply.
There was no one but was willing to take
liis coat oil' his back to give it to the
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"il'le;. Brothers.
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not

Guaranteed.
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The

Blood Cleanser.

a O'T-H"
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PURGATIVE PiLLS

MAKE
Ami will

:

NEW

RICH

BLOOD,

« liailge tile lilood in
in three months. Any
person who will take 1 Pill each night
from 1 to 1
wri ks. may he restored to
sound health, if such a tiling he possible.
l or curing 1 -male ( ompluints
these l’ills liave no equal. Physicians
use them in their practice.
sold everywhere, or sent hy mail for g.> cts. in
stamps, send for pamphlet 1 UI K
_T. S. JOHNSON & (’<)., Boston, Mass.

completely

the entire »y »tem

There will he

JOHNNON- \Ni)IMM: I INI M I NT
In t* nmt ami Ertt-rn<t! ?/.will inst uitaneous y
r-’iiev.* these terrihi-- di>--a-.-s. am! will ]•«■.«»■cure
nine
oases
out
•!
1- n.
Information
tiveiy
taut a ill -,v. many lives sent fro. hy mail.
! ui't delay a imuaent.
Prevent i-n is better
liian eure.
1. >. J«*nNso\ \
Jt« >t..u.

It is a well-known fact that most of the Horse
and'' it: lc Powd* s *1.1 in this country is worthless: that Sheridan’-' Condition Powder is ab> pur and v -rv \aluable.
Nothing on
o; -I
will make lien-* lay like Sheridan’s
< motion Powder.
1
me teasp- •onful to
ca<-h pint lood. Soid ev.-r> where, or sent by
mail for U5 cts. in stamps.
We furnish it in 'J\
tb. cans, price >1.00 By mail, >l.i‘0.
'. S. Johnson & Co., Boston, Mass.
■

m.

l.

zom^viv.

Stiirninoiif,
<

Me.

let. 2.’. IS' !. —111f

Simplicity of Mec hanical
Durability !

'Without Morphine
What
What

gives
cures

Children
or

Nafcotine.

Children rosv eheeks,
their i.-\ is. makes them sleep:
Tis Castoria.

our

When Babies fret, and ere by turns,
Wliat cures their colic, kills their worms,
lint Castoria.
What quickly cures < v.nstipation.
Sour Stomach, Colds. Indigestion :
lint Castoria,
Farewell then to Morphine Syrups,
Castor Oil au*l Paregoric, and
Hail Castoria,

Centaur Liniment.—Anabcur©
for Rheumatism,
Sprains, Burns. Galls, &c.. and an
solute

in tantaneous Pain-reliever.

In Porters Department of the 1.8. Armory, Spring.
Held, Hash.—Interesting Statement of his
Suffering.
Here are plain facts from a most reliable source*
Your reporter found Mr. Marlin in l’orter’s department of the I’nited states Armory, >pringfleld.
Mass. After being introduced, Mr. Martin said “I
am willing to say what I can lor the benefit of those
a filleted as 1 have been.
For years I have been a
terrible sufferer from kid lie v and bladder difficulties. Mine being of the calculus or stony form.
I
have visited all the mineral springs whose waters
have been recommended to me by tin* best medical
authorities. I have tried every known remedy, and
have submitted to several operations, and’ have
tried everything that money could obtain in the
way of relief, but I find that Dr. Kennedy’s FAV
ORITE REMEDY is the I est medicine of all my exhave received more benefit from it. It
is certainly a wonderful medicine for diseases of
this kind. I have recommended FAVORITE REMEDY to others in the city of Springfield whom I
knew to have Buffered from Kidney and Liver complaints ; and, I assure the public, that the FAVORITE REMEDY has done its work with a similar
completeness in every single instance, and I trust
some other sick and discouraged mortal may hear
of it and try the ‘Favorite Remedy’ as I did.”
Dr. David Kennedy’s FAVORITE REMEDY is
not a disguised enemy of the human race; where it
can not help, it does not harm.
FAVORITE REM
E1)Y is a combination of vegetable alteratives. It
does not heat or inflame the blood, but cools and
purifies it. In all eases of
troubles, Liver
complaints, Constipation of the Bowels, and the
delicate derangements thatafilict women, the action
of FAVORITE REMEDY is lieyond praise. Thousands of grateful people voluntarily testify to this
in letters to Dr. Kennedy; and with a warmth and
fullness of words which mere business documents
and certificates never possess.
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out her Alabamas to pounce ou our ship- the .jury had found Slocum not guilty of
-CAN SELLis
of
sir.
n
or
metal than gold,
case,
ping and joined Spain and France in tlie the assault, and although they had rewin
re
r4l
is
giving gold
needed, ami
CASK.ETS
attack ou Mexico, and if it had not been turned a verdict of guilty of unlawful
strong, elastic metal where stivn tli and ] cheaper than any niaoe in the city, f<»r the reason he
for Ericsson and his “cheesebox” she imprisonment, it was, they said, because
manufactures
Cive lima rail.
arc.
liis’ own goods,
nee
lc
a
l.
c-nnbinatioii
elasticity
prowould probably have dismembered ottr of the protracted imprisonment of fiftyOf all kinds cheap.
HMf
ducing a watch aM ln,:> r than solid gold I FUUMTl UK Kd.
*20
II.
High
St.. Belfast.
COLBY,
Mr.
country.
Frye animadverted with three days, and not that they deemed
and atoXK-ii.VLF the » 1.
'ey
-,'AOt
..irLjtown
some severity on the sy stem of compulimprisonment altogether unnecessary.
()ver ”OO,O0U ol these cases
For Sale.
sory pilotage dues, which lie characteriz- Taking into consideration this finding,
have been soTl, and every jeweler in the
The house and farm on the I.ined as a great hardship ou shipping.
and also, the Judge said, the fact that he
can
to
and
their
country
te.tily
V. colnville road, Belfast, owned lo
quality
had received from several shipping mermerit.
tr**mL the late Uev. UKOUtiK Bit ATT.
LrMNiiTON, y-icn.. T)« i*. .'), 1S82.
A Deformed Singer.
The farm contains eight acres, a
chants information that the prisoner was
E. W. Marsh, ol the
C.aiclit a Jan. Boss*
two story house, nearly new, a
Gold Watch <:e-e is years ago, and c;d it until a
to
their
a
humane
A correspondent of the Mansfield (O.) Herstable, hen house, good water and a cister in the
short time age, when 1 purchased it.:
knowledge generally
Is. id it t a
cellar. There are seventy fruit trees on the place.
customer. The case sliowe
vm-wear, exen-.t
and
also
that
this
of
! aid attended a country church, where a little
captain,
testimony
that natural to any case. an 1 1 ui.\ satisfied can i,
Tin1 premises are not over ten minutes walk from
deformed woman, with a crutch, hobbled up to the merchants had been confirmed
safely guaranteed loi at lea-1 t* n years m i< I have the Belfast post-olliee. For information rail at the
by an
Bold the James Boss’ GoldWatclu'.a'-i- for many years,
take her place with the quartet that sung beside
premises or at Ki.t.i.s A (.inn's, Belfast.
the
Commisand tho parties who b >tight the lir t on,-; are carry
Shipping
the orgau. lie writes: “The preliminary exer- investigation by
MUs. tiKd. PUATT.
ing them to-day, as well autislied as iln ueli they hid
cises through, the hymn, ‘Hock of Ages,’ was sioner, he should not inflict the full penJan. 24, 1884.—0\v4*
bought a solid gold case costing twice the monej.
regard them as the only cases of this kind a jeweler
given out, and the whole congregation joined in alty of .$1,000, but would sentence him
should sell who desires t<> give his customers
» !
What magnificent voice was that, to pay $500, and to lie imprisoned until
singing.
worth of their money or values liis reputation.
sweet and clear as a bell, rising and swelling,
WM. J. GitshwAY, Jeueler.
paid.
and tilling tin* whole church? I stopped and
Bnd I »nt (tuip to Keystone Watch (W Fartorlrt, I’hlln.
The captain in a short time after sendrlphla, Pa.,for band>ome Illustrated Paniplilet showing how
listened, then moved to see whence it came,
A.s NOW frejiared, cures more diseases of lhe ‘.kin
dlBM Boss’ and Keystone Watch Case* are made.
tence paid the money aud was dischargand
it
the
found
little
woman with the crutch,
j and as
liian any other salve, ointment, or lotion. The best
the hymn proceeded the spell of her ed.
6
(To be Continued.)
V. Herald.
[N.
family salve, in tile world. Only id rents. All
music grew upon us. until when, with her face
ly r2n
The moral’s the thing. A sage, who
.".ml
i druggists sell it.
; turned toward us, its perfect features radiant
with spiritual light, her great melting blue eyes was on his weary way to Wisconsin, came
WIGGIX
,('•
CO.,
and
CrojH'ictors,
voice
with
uplifted
throbbing
feeling and
a crowd one day and observed a
tenderness, she sang, ‘Simply to Thv cross 1 upon
ROCKLAND, MAINE.
the Wrong Side of Life a
cITng,’ many were too deeply moved to sing, general sadness in all faces. “Why the After Twenty Years on
tlrglnliin Turns the Tables.
AH eyes were upon her, all deformity was for- gloom,” queried the old man, as he laid
j
“IIow long did you say?”
“O Sage, we mourn
; gotten, and we saw only the face of* a saint il- down his bundle.
years, I said. Up to the time 1 mentionlumined with the light from the cross.”
the death of a good man,” was the reply. ed "Twenty
1 had'suffered from diseased liver for twenty
undersigned announces lo his old patron
“Was he honored t” “lie was.” Sober, years,” said Mr. S. T. Hancock, of Richmond, Y'a., r|AUK
1. of Belfast, that lie has again taken up the
Prospective brides may be interested to learn
half sadly, as though thinking of ilial dilapidated t razor and will be
charitable
and
?”
pleased t«» welcome them at his
that there are thirty-two days in the year on upright,
given to peace
section of his life. “At times I almost wished it new
over Hlrum Phase’s, No. 23 Main street.
“Who of you praised and had pleased Providence to ondt the liver from the Chairshop
which it is uulueky'to marry according to the “He was.”
new and
everything in lirst-elass order. (Jail
and see me. Satisfaction
authority of a manuscript dated in the fifteenth encouraged him in life f” asked the old human anatomy.”
guaranteed.
"Bad enough—twenty years of that sort of thing,”
ALEX. McC AM BUI DC E.
[ century. These clays arc January 1st, 2nd, 4th, man as be looked around him. A hush responded
a listener. “What was the upshotof it?*’
Belfast, Aug. 21, 1883.—34tf
5th, 7th. 10th, 15th; February Oth. 7th, 18th:
“The
was
some
that
lime
1
upshot
ago went down
March 1st, Oth, 8th; April Oth, 11th; Mav 5th, fell upon the crowd and no one replied. to Scott’s
drug store in this citv. and bought one of
Oth, 7th; June 7th, 15th; July 5th, 10th; August “Praise that comes after death,” whis- BENSON’S C A 1*01 NE POROUS PLASTERS, apFor Sale!
15th, 19th; September Oth, 7th; October Oth; pered the Sage, “does not even cut down plied it and was relieved In a few hours, and am
now as sound as though my liver was made of
November 15th, 10th; and December 15th, 10th, the undertakers’ hills
Better
11 AT
.V
HOOT,
SHOE
squander
India-rubber.
17th.
Consequently January is the worst
month and October the best month in the year your time sawing wood for his widow.” i Benson’s—unlike the old-fashioned kind of plasCLEAN. Best stand in the
STOCK
ters—act promptly. Look forthew’ord OAPOINK,
BUSINESS.
000.00
(dty. Doing good business. About
j for marriage. But then something may depend Moral: The widow will bo expected to | which is cut in the genuine. Price 25 cents. Searequired. Failing health reason for selling.
on the sort of man married.
capital
take in plain sewing to support herself. • bury it Johnson, Chemists, New York.
5w*4
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removes corns, bunions, wart- and moles,

injurious.
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And in eon.-iii-don >ay it is a stoek of ^'«>»d- well
worth eoining t<* see. Thi- on' rn i- n<» humbug,
but i> tin- genuine hug tlut ''ill give vou a good
trade and a square deal overv ti»Ji*‘Thankiug tie people erv kindly for t n ir liberal
tv.in-a<
patronage in the past. 1 trust my btisim
tioti' have boon so eouduete I a- r<» merit a
mtinulion of the-aimYours re-pe.-tfully,

•***

promptly

in

emplovel.
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time its eyes
and verv St a

sa tie
i:n

.Fteed a perceptib e impr >vem-nt. w!ti.-li. by
:.n adherence t<< mur ti r. eti.-a-. wa> .-.at;;n\
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eurm
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am se;-.-t
and t
meat >-t am di><*rd--r «> <-v.-r attend.-.1 t->
1:-.
mole prompt
.-tfeetUnl n■
1
Yours truly.
F. .Iohnson.-
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Jan. 9, 1884,

Steamer (AMBRIDtiK, (apt. Otis Ingraham.
W lil leave Belfast for Boston ami intermediate
landings.even Monday and Thursday at ‘2 l-*2 P.M.
Returning leave l.inroln'- whart. Boston, every
Tuesday and Friday, at 5 o'clock P. M
( onm'i'I I'1 n
\i >, ir.-i-ort will, stage for St>*ekt*mi on arrival ot .-(earner. At Burk-port with stage
n
and ft-on 1 isworth. At Bangor for Moosehea.l
Lake in 1 all station- ,.n the B .v 1’ B it. ami M
<
B. It.
oniieeiioiiN made o>r Portland at Roekr every M min
Meant* r Alt.
ring
Oesert
steamer Rockland, 1. i\. Ro. kiaml every
\\'t-diiesilay ami "■atur-lay at 7 v. M., or on arrivai
of -learner from Boston
Leaves MiHivan. ete
.•very Monday and Thur-dav, r.innerting at Rocklai d with -team:
t• »r Boston dir. t.
Pa—enger.11,
freight will !•< 'orwar a-d tt’ortland l*\ eon
m
ting .i-ualiy at lio< kiaml \\ ith .-learner Lewiston.
rickets inai
tine I on l Mini steamers for
Ir
! 1 tw r.
V'\\ > o,-k tin! Phil idtd|d ia
While the river Is closed -t am.r- mmei t at
Bui kspori with M <
It. It
Through tn ket> h
Bangot sold on hoard of .-teainei.
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of the
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Halters. Surcingles. Whips. Fort
Mats, 4c.

lyrli'*

•’Yes,” said the Idaho man, ‘’it’- dreadful unf.»r
lunate that my gal got hugge i by that ar' Car. -die's
sort of held me in eontempt since.”

Commencing Thursday.

!.\

Dr.J.C.Ayer&Co.. Lowell.

The Dr. S. A Richmond 51 dical Co.. Props.
St. Joseph, Mo.
(2)
For testimonials a: >i circular* send stamp.
C. N. Critteuton, Agent, Now York.
Iyr22
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Making ll

and neck.
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Sore Eyes

Permanently Enlarged

Diseases of the bl od own it a conqueror.**'®
For sale by all leading druggists. $**®

Also

re

\ v

Charming resolvent and matchless laxatiw .* *®
It drives Sick Headache like the wind.* y ®
uContains no drastic < atharti or opiates.
Promptly cures Rheumatism by routing it.*«®
Restores life-gi\ing pro.,, rtics to the blood.- y ®
1= irnarante( d to cue- a” in-roni- disorders.**®
Reliable when all opiates fail.**®
;
It. freshes the mind and in •:
nti
the body.
Cures dyspt psia or mom -. r- funded, -.a
n
in
or
Endorsed,
writing
w v.*
fifty thousand
S and Europe.*®
Leading physicians in 1
Leading clergymen in V. s uul Europe.'*®

CAPS, &c.

LAHHK >TouK

a

BEEN-

'■'**

Kills Scrofula and Kings Evil, twin brothers.
Changes bad breath to good, removing cause,
Routs biliousiKss :ud clears complexion.
k

Furnishing Goods,
Also

w

-HAS

■

OENT'S

vl* Xiii.

—

—

i'-

Cures ugly blotches and stubborn blood sores.
Cleanses blood, quickens sluggish circulation.
Eliminates Boils Carbuncles and Scalds.**®
ftgr'IVrmam-ntly and promptly cures paralysis.
5 s. It is a charming and lie ilthful Aperient.
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*t scrofulous origin

Republican Journal

Weakness quickly r. ih ved and cured.
non
in delirium of fever."*®
Neutralizes ge rms of disease aud sickness.

Nt

fitted up in first class order, with nice
mirrors, dressing room, and plent.v of light
to examine goods l>v.
have opened

which i'

A

new
tarrli inot l»y

••nt.tie
If ther.

se

>
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only known s/xvV/?,* for Epileptic Fits."*®
ft#r*Also for Spasms and Falling sickness.*-*®

We do not believe in race proseription, but the
telephone ami telegraph eompanics have ob-trnoted
the streets to that extent that we are compelled to
say "The Poles must go!"
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For constitutional

«Decorative Art. Explicit directions for every
given with the Diamono Dyes. For dyeing
Mosses. Grasses. Eggs, Ivory, llair. Ac. in cents.
Druggists keep them. Weils, Richardson A Co..
Burlington. Yt

tants.

Scrofula
d;s! .dipand
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use are

The good die young. The had live to lie about the
weather, and are spoken of as the oldest inhabi-

Co.

Ayer’s Sarsaparilla.

not

Bangor

No other blotxi-purifyin ; medn-iue is mad.-.
>r has ever been
prepared, which s<»
pietely meets the wants ot physicians and
the geueral public as

It leads the list as a truly
(ion tor all bloi> ! diseases.
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Are you Eilious?
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at

Liver
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Left-Over

The Portland Advertiser says: Captain
J. E. Dutton, of the Allan steamer Sardinian, lectured in the Mechanic course,
at
Mechanics hall. Every
Thursday,
Oh, long before Christinas they dressed me up seat was
occupied and many were obliged
tine—
to stand.
The lecturer was introduced
No dollie had clothes any better than mine;
And 1 rather imagine 1 looked very nice,
by Mr. .1. H. Coyle, Jr. Captain Dutton
A- many tine ladies inquired my price.
is a perfect type of the blutf and hearty
He has a line phy1 was handled aud dandled, and loudly ca- British sea captain.
ressed.
sique and a commanding presence. He
My beauty admired, my value confessed.
speaks in a ready, oti'-hand manner, lint
And yet for some reason or other was 1
a little too rapidly to he easily underi’ut back in the show-case: the buyer went by.
stood bv people at the farther part of the
< hie dear little maiden came iuto the store:
hall.
She -aw m-'. and for me began to Implore.
Captain Dutton began his lecture by
And said that there wasn't a doll in the place
With a handsomer dre.-s ora lovelier face.
speaking of the grandeur of the sea, repeating from memory a favorite piece of
She stared at me long, -o of course I -tared
poetry describing the sublimity of the
back.
He spoke enthusiastically of his
And saw that her eye- were a beautiful black: ocean.
And I wanted to-peak, but l e »u!dn’t. because iove for the sea.
When he is sick he
1 hadn't been made with a hinge in my jaws.
a!waylongs for his berth on his steamer,
1 dreamed about Christmas, and how 1 should w hen in port he loves to sleep on board,
be
in preference to going to a hotel, as
Muck into a stocking or up on a tree.
many captains do. On land, lie says the
Then carried about in inj mistress’s arms
air is so dry th.it it gives him the cholera,
That all might admire my worn! rful charm-.
lie gave an amusing account of his ex-
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ymi

1
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nerves
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Have
k
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of

left-over doll, and l grieve to relate
>ad i- my tortuue. how lonely my fate:
had no notion that 1 should lie here.
Forlorn and neglected, at this time of vear.
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FISTULA AND PILES
Cured

without
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Use

of the Knife.
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M
I*
Harvard, 1*40'. and
K"IH IM M UI \ I > M l» Harvard. 1>7'. .ofllcrs.
Man> House, 17a Treinnnl street, Buxton, un>
i: 11
aiuntio
i«. the treatment
•[
-1
KIMII.A.
TH.ES \M» \LL MsKVSKS OK TIIK KM'TI'M. without
lelention ip'in I'usin*'"-.
Abundant references
rdveu I’amphh t sent on appln ali-'u.
»MVn*o Hours —II \ M. U> I o'clock I*. M (except

Sundays
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WANTED !

100 Seamen for Coasting Purposes

aiiranee.

A1TI.Y

A. Itustell.

Board and rooms for sell-boarding can be obtained
reasonable prices. Tuition at usual rates. Length
of term ten weeks. For further information address said Russell, or
•”»w3
O. II. KKKN scc’y., Freedom, Me.

I
h

to

JOHN S. RANLETT,

Rockland Me

March 4, |SS3.—lu

at

FREEDOM NOTICE.
valuable consideration I hereby emanciHARRY K. S'j'Al’LKS,
parental control, and he is hereby
(
made competent to make contract-s as if he were of
full age. 1 shall claim none of his wages and pay
no bills of bis contracting after this date.
I
ISAAC S. STAI’LKS.
I Brooks, Jan. is, 1884.- 3w4*
a

bT>Upate my minor son,
from all further

ADDRESS
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LOMBARD,

DENTIST

REPUBLICAN JOURNAL PUB. CU.,

1

BolAiHt.

Maine.

dm I

t'orner of Church and

Sprint; His., Belfast.

Iff

Printing Press for Sale.
\ II \NI' I I N KK PUISTINU 1»UK*S. bed •2*.» a
J.’ jL inehes by 2d1., inrhen. Suitable for job work
In good order.
or taking proofs.
Will be sold
cheap. Apply at the
P2tf

.JOURNAL OFFK F.

Babbitt Metal for Machinery.
the

riWI'E

best antl-frh'tlon metal for
METAL,
X lining machinery boxes, for sale at
ibistf
THE JOURNAL OFFICE

